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AUTOMOBILES
Electric - Gasoline
The only practical Automobile for a large class of pleasure drivers. Best for run•
about service, for varied business uses, for physicians, for
calling and social functions.
RUNABOUTS, SURREYS, TONNEAUS, DELIVERY WAGONS, VICTORIAS, CABRIOLETS,
BROUGHAMS, TRUCKS.

Write for new 24-page Catalogue, illustrating and describing 17 different Columbia Automobiles for all requirements. Special Booklet about Broughams. Look through
our Factory and Repository. Visitors always welcome.

Electric Vehicle Co.,
100 Broadway, New York.
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In the City.
· 141-2 Church St.

M. R. MUZZY,

11

Seasonable Jewelry.
Solitaire Diamond Rings,
Diamond Pendants,
Brooches, Scarf Pins, Link Buttons,
Lockets, Fobs, Hat Pins,
IN NEW AND CHOICE DESIGNS.

HENRY KOHN
&; SONS,
Jewelers,
890 Jy{a.i n. Street,

3<'artford, (ron.n..
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LIVERY,

The Belmont."

Regular Meals 25 Centa Each.

Hartford, Conn.

1421 Mh:bl1aa Ave., Cblcap.

Telephone Connection.

ff

AVE you ever thought that Good Printina',
Fine Printing, Cheap Printing, Expensive Printing, which ever you wish to pay for is done at
GEER'S DIRECTORY OFFICE
BY

THE HARTFORD PRINTING CO.
and while we are not very large and arc exceedingly modest, we have been engaged in tbil
Book, Job and Card Printing for 65 yean, at

16 State Street.
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Keeps everything you need in the 1ine of
Pure Drugs. Patent M'"'c.1 icines, Toilet Articles, etc

TRINITY TEXT BOOKS

ALWAYS IN STOCK,

:

If you would be

77 and 79 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn.

FAN SYSTEM
For Heating and Ventilating
SCHOOLS, HOSPITALS,
PUBLIC BUILDINGS, Etc.,

IS OUR SPECIALTY.

Well Dressed
Have your Clothes
Made to Order.
Then you get that individuality of
st yle that marks thewell dressed man.

MODERATE PRICES.

LIBBY & BLINN,.
184 STATE STREET,
HARTFORD, CONN.
/

THE MELLEN & HEWES CQ.,
711 Main Street,

Waverly Building,
lmporteraand Dealeraia

'1NE CHINA,
BRIC-A-BRAC.
CUT CLASS,
LAMP GOODS.
Weddini Preaentl a Specialty.
S. STEINER,

W, F, COX, Mgr,

C, STERN,

1 B fisyliirn Street,
Har. t-Ford,
Conn.
.,t '

Barber Shop.

Trinity Students' Favorite.

Imported Nurnburger and Pilsner Beers.

iI

Entirely New Designed-

F:ixturee Louis 13th Dreuen.
Sa Artiate in attendance.

WM. R. LESLIE,
22 State Street.

25 and 29 Temple St.,
Hartford, Cotin.

Prescriptions

i

Pool and Billiard Parlors,
ASYLUM STREET,

1

Accurately Prepared.

JOHN W. SERVICE,
Druggist,
243 Park Street,

j

i

THE CAPITOL

[,afe,

ad • I• Carte.

l
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I

5. Steiner cf (re's,
llepl•r Dinner

i

Hartford, Conn.

Opposite Allyn House.
The Largest and Finest in New England.
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COTRELL & LEONARD

Trinity · Pins
and Novelties

ALBANY,

N. Y.

(471 and 47• Broadway,)
IMT&ll-COLLSGIAT& MAIC&U OP

Caps, Gowns and Hoed•
Cla11 contracts a 1pecialt7.

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

PAllTICULAlll UPON APPLICATIOlf,

Designs and estimates furnished · ·
for Badges and Society Pins.

C. B. BOARDMAN,

'fht Ernst .Sohall Bompany,
---1 Jtwders

and St:/versmitlts,

1---

94 t Main Street.

"The Heublein ,"
HARTFORD, CONN.

At the Junction of Lewis, Wells and Trumbull Streets,
I' A.OING BUSHNELL PA.RI,

BUROPBAN
PLAN.

Electric Bus connecting
with trains.

Hack, Livery, Boarding Stable,
No. 356 Main St., Hartford, Conn.

Admiral Cafe.
SCHILTZ, MILWAUKEE, BURTON AND
BASS FROM THE WOOD.
N. B. SMITH, Proprietor.

HARRY 5, BOND'S GAFE,
Hartford, Cou.

232 Asylum· Street,

Welsh E,a.'.ebits, .S::,obsters, .S:u.nches.
I CATER TO THE STUDENTS.

•

·············:······COLUMBIA DISC~·. . ·············---

~BENSTEIN,
THE CATERER,
WEDDINGS, DINNERS and
RECEPTIONS supplt'ed with every requisite.
RESTAURANT BEST IN STATE.
805 Main Street,

• • • •

llartford, Conn.

G rap h Op h Oll e
Made la three types selllnc at

$15, $20 and $JO
'l'BE BEST DISC MACHINE ON THE lllIARDT
ENTERTAINS EVERYBODY EVERYWHERB

.Use Plat Indestructible Records
which can be handled without
danger of being injured
The reproductions are LOUD,
CLEAR and BRILLIANT

?-inch Records 50 cents each; $5 per dozen
10-inch Records Sl.each; $10 per dozen

PICTURE FRAMES, ENGRAVINGS,
WATER COLORS, ETCHINGS,
PASTELLS, MIRRORS.

The Gr&pbophone and Columbip. Records were awarded tht
Grand Prize at the Paris Exposition of 1goo

Columbia Phonograph Co.,
93 ChambeFs St., New York
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HARi,
SOHAFFNE:R
& MARX

Suits, Overcoats, and Rain Coats,
Can be found only in Hartford at our store,

-Willis & Wilson,
115 to 119 Asylum Street,

The College Man appreciates the
style, fit and general character
of STEIN,.BLOCH Tailor Made,
Ready-to-Wear Clothes,
We' re the distributers.
FIRST-CLASS HATS AND FURNISHINGS
TO CORRESPOND.

HORSFALL &
ROTHSCHILD,

"IT PAYS
TO BUY

OUR KIND!'

OUTFITTERS,

HARTFORD

DOWER & COSGROVE,
Goon

CLOTHES FOR MEN.

Hatters and Furnishers,
CUSTOM TAILORililG.

26

AND

V

CUSTOM SHIRTS

28 ASYLUM STREET.

Summar
_____Underwear.
,_
Our Stock Larger and Prices Lower
than at Regular Furnishing Stores.

Balbrlggan Shirts and Drawer8,
i$ l c. oOc.. 75., ,1.00 and tt.o0
Lisle Thread Underwear, 95c. eaeh.
Light Weight Wool••1.00, •1 oO an1l t2.00·
Sleenless Athletic Shirts, 2oe. and o0e.
U~IO.S SUITS, the beat makes and experts
to flt :rou, $1.00 to $4.o0 eaeh.

-~-

B~OWJ, T60JSOJ & GO.

Stoddard & Caulkins,
Q!.onfracf.ors anb

~uilb:er.s .....
Cabinet Work, Interior Finish,
and General Jobbing.
College SPRING SUITINGS
Men?
N o w BE.A.DY
AT MODERATE PRICES.

Junction Cka.rter Oak and
'f,redendale Avenues, . . . HARTFORD, CONN.

NEW METHOD

COHEN & GATTY, ·American Laundry.
T allot Establishment,

815 Main St., opp. City Hall.

J. J.

ANDERSEN, Manager.

786 and 788 Park St.

A. lr. DeBarthe, Prop.

pP"'Osw Team Call• at CoU~e Stor, Monday and Wwnadoft.

SMrtl StncU11 Hand lroncd.
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IT'S REALLY
A FACT
THAT EVERY .IV/EMBER OF THE

GOOD CLASS
OF

'93

Should begin right now to make carefully
stud£ed plans to get back to College for thtir

Decennial in June.
Don't just grunt and make up your mind that you can't do it. .ffefake yourself
do £t. Renumber the laudable persistency exemplified by the frog £n the well - where
tlte walls were so sl£ppery tliat eve_ry t£me he jumped three feet he, fell back two.
But he ga£ned a foot eaclt jump and finally reached the top. Had he not persisted he
would .still be at tlte bottom. This will be true if J 10U don't try, s£mply because you
may give up at the start.
On the other hand, don't think it unnecessary to plan to get back just because
you think JIOU can '' make it in one jump." Don't tht'nk it too early to plan. There's the
danger of some other occast'on turning up to hinder .your attending the Decennial and
your inactivity about Z:t may give the other occasion a foothold to keep you from joining
the Class Festt'v£ties.

EVERY MAN IS NEEDED BACK TO MAKE THE AFFAIR
A GENUINE '93 SUCCESS.
If you. can't come for the whole week, come for the day-or for part of z't.

Use your individual efforts to " PUSH IT ALO NO."
'' One can lead a horse to water but can't make it drink." 1 can practically
use up expensive space here, but I can't push the whole gang back all alone.
Yours cordially,

B. A., '93.
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EDITORIALS

JTAKE

advantage of the TABLET Alumni Number to say a few
words as an alumnus to the alumni of the College. As an
alumnus I believe in Trinity College. That tells the whole story of
college sonship. Unless such faith exists there can be no works
and what is called work, faithless work, is drudgery. I believe in
Trinity for what she has done for me in the formative years of manhood, and I believe in her because she is to-day able to do as much
and much more for others than she did years ago for me. The
educational and material spirit of the closing years of this century
have swept from their moorings many of our time honored college
neighbors and the thread of college life that made some of them
what they were thirty years ago is to-day a different thread, is woven
in a different skein and the skein of life worked in their college life
is not that which worked and made men there years ago. Now no
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man shall tell me we of Trinity have not been keeping pace with
the educational march of the century. He shall not tell it to me
because it is ,not so. I question whether any educational institution
can show a '' line up" of the character, intellectual qualification and
general fitness to be trainers of the young that our Trinity fac·u1ty
line presents. My fellow alumni we do not recognize the high
standard, the educational worth of what we have.
If you take
Professor Martin's last Bulletin and thoughtfully read it through
( and we owe Martin a debt of gratitude for teaching Trinity to appreciate herself) you will see proof, conv incing proof, of faculty
·a bility not in one but in all the lines, that is simply surprising.
But with all this progress in laboratory, in pedagogy, in research,
in broad-view, there runs the same Trinity spirit, the same Trinity
life, the same Trinity training, that indefinable, intangible but potent
something, that still lives and thrives in the Trinity air; that has made
and still continues to make thoroughbred, all-around Trinityites.
" As a little sprig of ivy,
Planted by the College w all,
Ever reaches out its tendrils ,
Till, at leng th, it covers all;
So thy spirit , Alma fater,
Planted once within our he.arts ,
With its roots of old tradition s,
vV hich the yea rs gone by impa rt ,
Reaches to our souls its creepers,
Tendrils formed of love for thee
Binding us to thee fore ver,
Loved and loving Trinity. ' '

What I want to say to my fellow alumni is to make them know
and appreciate that ·in that which is the end and aim of a college, to
wit, the making of a man, that in every way, mentally, morally,
physically and socially, the College is equipped and doing for
each man entrusted to her, the work she was created to do. Let
us realize that foundation fact, for if that be not the fact, then the

,
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College is worthy of neither faith, works or effort for its future.
Granted she has not added to her students and shared her advantages
among the numbers she should have reached; granted she has not
been given or has not gone and gotte·n the funds she should have
had to aid her in her work; granted she is not occupying to-day the
prominent and talked-of position in the college world she should;
yet the fact remains indisputable that without the money she should
have had and without the inspiration and enthusiasm that numbers
and reputation inspire, she has still in her degree fulfilled, to the
extent to which she has worked, the full standard of a college's
duty. Such being the case we have every reason to believe that in
the wider field of larger numbers and with the aid of added endowment, which I believe are surely coming to her, the future of our
College Mother will be more than we hope or expect. Educationally the College is -equipped to advance. Her faculty and equipment are up to the best standards. The trustees appreciate the
responsibilities resting upon them. The relations of the College to
the Diocese of its situs has been changed to one of broad character·
to her church at large. The attitude of the City of Hartford toward
the College is the most favorable in their history and the inter-relation between them is yearly growing better. The paths of the
training schools of Hartford point to the Trinity Heights. The
student body is steadily increasing, the character of men we are getting is all we could desire, and that student body believes in the
Trinity of the present and the future and is not afraid or ashamed
to say so. And lastly, the alumni are awakening to a sense of their
duty, their power, their privilege in the College's future. Not all
of them, but here and there we find men, busy, hardworking men,
ho have grasped the proposition t11at if the College is to be made
hat we hope, it will be because we hope and act; that the hopedfor comes by effort to construct and not to destroy. That from a
practical standpoint one Trinity optimist is worth half a hundred
Trinity pessim"ists. I am gratified every once in a while to find
ome alumnus going to work on these lines and taking up some
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- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -work or doing something for his College Mother. One other most
hopeful and suggestive sign. Notice the frequency with which old
college names, names we knew in our college days and in the class
rolls, are coming back and repeating themselves, in the men who as
undergradutes are upholding the Trinity name and standards to-day.
Now one thing in closing, my alumni reader, and for that matter
you men who are in college to-day. Apart. from all question of
sentiment we owe our College Mother something. I came across a
chronic Trinity growler not long ago, who said to me, "I owe
Trinity College nothing." It afforded me great pleasure to have
him take his pencil and figure the falsity of his statement. He
found to his great surprise that while he had paid every college bill
during undergraduate days that Trinity College had expended upon
him almost a thousand dollars a year in addition, or in the neighborhood of thirty-five hundred dollars to equip him for the battle
of life. I believe I made him -feel that in spite of his owing his
College Mother nothing and over-paying that nothing in detracting
from her good name by his unfilial course, his generous mother had
thirty-five hundred dollars in his life equipment, without interest,
recompense or reward. My fellow Trinity men, graduate and undergraduate, pessimist and optimist, we owe our College Mother, just
as we owe our mothers in the flesh, more in gratitude, in sentiment,
in things material than we can ever repay. In the recognition of
that filial duty by the Trinity alumni of to-day, the Trinity of ten
years and the Trinity of a hundred years from to-day depends. In
that future I believe, and I ask you to join in its up-building.
J osep/t Buffington.

*

*

NO college can be strong without the co-operation of its alumni.
A strong teaching force is of little use unless there be someone to teach. And it is in this matter of interesting prospective
college men in Trinity that the alumni have a particular field. It i
one of the least things that they can do for the college. Everyone
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cannot give money, but everyone can and should do his best to induce boys to go to Trinity. How can this be done? There are
many indirect ways by which the result may be accomplished.
The alumni reunions in the various parts of the country call attention to Trinity. Let the reports of these meetings be published in
the papers and let the public know there is such a college and what
are its advantages. Let the Trinity men in a place co-operate and
get together. In and around Boston, imbued with Harvard spirit,
no college has the espr£t du corps of Dartmouth. If a Dartmouth
man wants a place every Dartmouth man takes off his coat and goes
in to help. As a result the judiciary of Massachusetts is largely
made up of Dartmouth men. Trinity men can do the same. Then
class reunions serve their purpose. Absence may '' make the heart
grow fonder" but it is apt to make its possessor fonder of staying
away the next year and the year after. Come back and get a little
fresh inspiration and in spite of the fact that, in your case, the old
buildings may be gone, or the old professors given place to new,
there will be someone there to welcome you and show you the new
and progre~sive Trinity, destined, we believe, to continue to progress
through the enthusiasm of its alumni.

*

*

50ME months ago Trinity received from the students of Bates
College an invitation to debate with them at Lewiston in the
early spring. The proposition met with almost immediate approval
among Trinity students. A debating club was formed with a view
to preparing for the contest, and general enthusiasm prevailed.
When Bates submitted the question for debate, the choice of sides
was discussed in open meeting with both vigor and erudition, and
the prospect of turning out a victorious team was very bright. But
many of the heroic and the erudite soon fainted by the way, and
the work of active preparation for the contest fell upon eight men
who remained faithful to the end. To them, and particularly to
the four that bore the brunt of the struggle, great honor is due.
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Their work at Lewiston does not suffer by comparison with the
superb work of the Bates men. It was a credit to them and a glory
to Trinity. So much for past history; now what of the future? In
view of past failures is it possible to awaken a general interest in
debating at Trinity? A loyal alumni body has proved itself willing
again and again to aid in such an attempt; the college authorities,
too, might be willing to establish a regular course in debating; but
· these influences neither singly nor in combination can bring desired
results. The impulse to any successful movement along this, as
along other lines of student activity, must come from the students
themselves. It is needless here to speak of the benefits that are
bound to come from earnest and well-sustained work in debating.
It would be an act of hardihood to claim that debating ought in the
long run to have a place in college life at least of equal importance
with various social interests. At this time we can afford to neglect
these long-run considerations. But, one present problem must be
met. As a matter of common courtesy, Bates must next year be invited to send a debating team down to meet Trinity in Hartford.
Such an invitation, even including the matter of expenses, can
easily be arranged for; but once given, we must not rest in the false
security that next year, as this, a few able, earnest, willing fellows
will again come forward to uphold the honor of Trinity. Rather
than this the whole question would better immediately be dropped.
On the other hand, in a college of over one hundred and thirty students, the case ought not to be so hopeless as this. If twenty-five
fellows, whose backbones have developed beyond the cartilaginous
stage, will but take hold and hang on until a victory has been won
over Bates next year, the future of debating in Trinity College is
assured. The matter rests entirely with the student body, and to
them the whole question is referred.

*

*

*

THE TABLET desires to call the attention of every graduate
and undergraduate to the magnificent plan of "Rocky Ridge
Park" which has been made by Mr. Theodore Wirth, Hartford's
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most excellent Superintendent of Parks, and which was adopted by
the Board of Park Commissioners at their April meeting. A copy
of this plan in colors has been presented to the College by Mr. Wirth;
it has been framed and now hangs in the Treasurer's office; a copy
of the plan also accompanies this number of THE TABLET.
Under the agreement between the City of Hartford and the
Trustees of the College, all the land between Summit and Zion
Streets is to be laid out and established as a public park by N ovember, 1904. The name "Rocky Ridge Park" has been given to it
and, if Mr. Wirth's plan can be carried out, it will be the most
beautiful link in Hartford's magnificent park system.
The recent improvements west of the College buildings, made
under an appropriation of two thousand dollars by the Trustees and
helped out by contributions from certain of the alumni and Faculty,
give us some idea of the exceptional beauty of our site and of the
massive dignity of our buildings. It seems a pity that, in all the
years ·since the College removed to her home on the hill a little
money could not have been spent annually on some definite scheme
for the improvement of the grounds. Trees, shrubs and hedges, if
intelligently planted and cared for, would have greatly enhanced
the exceptional natural advantages. The location of Trinity is
superior to that of any other New England College - let us not
forget this ! Let us strive year by year to add to her beauty so that
in time we may have a college which rivals in beauty the Trinity
Colleges of the old world. The new Athletic Field is a long step
in the right direction and, when the vines and shrubs have festooned
its ornamental wire fence, the field will delight the eye of the landscape artist as well as arouse the pride of the athlete.

*

*

*

THE events of the athletic field in college life are more often
absorbing than the curriculum. Yet, that the c;ontests of
strength and endurance of the physical man are any the less essential is not to be denied. It is not my purpose to enter into any pro-
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tracted argument of this somewhat mooted question. We will take
it for granted that the Spartan spirit of sport and the Athenian
ascendency of brains are to be considered co-ordinate branches of
the modern college. Therefore I will be somewhat local and confine
my remarks to the expression of those ideas which I cherish regarding
the upbuilding of the athletic records of Trinity. Fault finding is
always more easy of expression than praise, yet criticism given in the
right spirit is more to be courted than jeered at. A suggestion or two
from a '' has been" would, perhaps, not be amiss to those that are
and desire to be. I will not attempt an elaborate dissertation upon
the subject, but rather, in a plain matter-of-fact way, stating without regard to rhetoric or sequence, a few thoughts uppermost in my
mind. During my period of Trinity life it was the desire of the
undergraduate to enter as many fields of sport as possible. Since that
time I have become convinced that in the instance of a small college
where the same men participate in the different branches it is an
impossibility to do justice to all. Would it not be better to concentrate effort and be successful, in the fullest sense of the term, in one
branch than to be mediocrity itself in all? There are football, baseball, track, tennis, basketball and other smaller events. What is
the result? Not one is given the time and energy that should be
imparted to it. Let us have fewer teams and each brought to the
proper pitch. As the College opens in the fall football is the predominant sport. Nothing else athletic should be thought of until the last
game has been played. The football captain (using this sport as
an illustration) should be at this time the only athletic leader in
authority. This captain and coach can never tell who will be
required to compose the varsity eleven or who to do service as substitutes, and every undergraduate who plays football or desires to
participate in the game should devote his time to the success of the
team. The training of an athletic team is not unlike the commencement of a new course of study. The play and system being mapped
out at the beginning of the season it is impossible to impart all that
is required to be learned either the first or second week. Each day
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something new develops and unless the players are on the field
every day it is impossible to finish the course. When the same
thing has to be gone over and explained day after day because of
the absence of some man it is to be readily seen that the map ·of
play thought out at the beginning must fall short of completement,
only about half being gone over and that not in a manner conducive
to the best results. It is the duty of every undergraduate to support
the team. Even if the captain is not one that they should choose or
the manager one not to their liking. It is their duty as Trinity men
from the start to do everything within their power and leq.ve no stone
unturned in order to turn out a winning team.
The longest stride ever taken by the College is the new athletic
constitution, which, with the new field, should bring every man's
interest up to the top notch. There is no college of the size of
Trinity that will be better prepared to do battle in the athletic world.
This is possible if every undergraduate will take the interest that
should be displayed. When undecided, seek the advice of the
graduate. Never try to go it alone. After one has been through
the mill it is much easier to see how things should be conducted.
From now on let us see a determination to build up. This can
be done only in one way. And that is to place the College above
and in front of everything else. All should pull together in the
common cause, sinking personalities, _letting the best man win, regarclless of what society he may belong to, or from whence he
comes.
F. Stanley Bacon, '99.

DEAD GODS
I

L !NED was his face, and his hair was white,
But the life of his eye could speak
Of a heart still young from the wisdom ~vrung
From the words of an ancient Greek.

II
Strong was his mouth and his brow was broad,
And he carried ,an antique tome;
And he said to me: '' Shall I give to thee
From the best that is left of Rome?"

III
"The poem lives, and the sage's soul,
In the wonderful world of thought;
And the quest of truth is the best of youth,
\Vas the Vv ord that my teachers taught.

IV
'' For the Bread of Life! And uot that I
Should scheme for a tainted gold,
But for this alone that I make mine own
vVhat is true of the new and old.

V
"And the vow I took it has left me poor
In the eyes of the world to-day;
But the gems I find in a master-mind
Ate the riches that live alway.
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VI
'' Not books alone! For the truth may shine
Through the lenses that sweep the skies ;
In the pitiless law that Darwin saw
Through the fog of a thousand lies,

VII
"In a drop of rain or an ocean's deeps;
In the smile on a baby's face;
In the fitful gleams in our waking dreams
Of a soul that is of the race.

' VIII
'' Beauty and Truth and the love of Truth!
Is it these that your teachers teach?
Or can it be true that they poin:t for you
To the money within your reach?

IX
'' Oh, hark to an age that is mad for gold!
Is it heard in the halls where I
Was alive to the voice that turned my choice
To the wisdom that cannot die? ''

X
And I stood alone, for the phantom passed
\Vith a halo around his. head;
Then I turned again to a world of men
Where the gods that he loved are dead.

Edward S. Van Zile, '84

PHILADELPHIA , Pa.,

April 15, 1908.

To tlte Editor of th e Tablet:
D:e:AR Sm:

y OU ask me if I have anything to bring before the readers of the TABLET
· in the alumni number; and as I have bee·n an alumni trustee for nearly
eight years, I suppose I should have something to say.
I recollect that when I was at college neither the undergraduates nor the
alumni seemed fully to appreciate the efforts of the trustees. Of course,
things are very much changed since then; but still I have heard intimations
that the old habit of not giving us all the credit we deserve still continues;
and that it is a habit of other collegiate institutions which is likely to continue to the end of time.
I suppose this failure to appreciate trustees at their proper value is because the undergraduates and alumni see so little of us close at hand that
the full measure of our- well I will not say what- but you can easily see
that I mean to say that we would be more appreciated if we were better
known.
Another difficulty, and I think a serious one, is that the trustees in
deciding questions usually act upon a set of facts which are not known to
the alumni or the alumni have in mind a different set of facts. Our means
of obtainiug accurate information are better, we have to carry in mind
more of it, and weigh all the details _of past and present more cautiously
and carefully. The alumni should remember this and try to come more in
touch with our ppint of view. If we had only some one point to decide,
some one project, on which certain alumni are enthusiastic, our task would
be an easy one and we might easily please the promoters of the project.
But we have to keep all projects going and deal with the situation as a
whole.
The college is called small; but its constituency, the basis in the community which supports it, is complicated, made up of diverse opinions, and
indeed of parties and factions. Some of the people who are most in evidence in advocating new plans or important changes have furnished the
college with but little or no money, for carrying out any sort of plans;
while some whose voices are seldom heard have furnished dollars up to so
many figures that their feelings and sensibilities cannot be ignored. A
college is necessarily influenced by the people who are willing to furnish
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large material assistance, because they show their approval and good will
in a substantial way.
I have been rather active in past years in advocating changes and plans;
but I have often found upon reflection that both myself and those associated
with me were in the position of suggesting admirable plans which we
wished others to carry out and on which we were asking other people to
spend their money without being willing to spend any money ourselves .
As an illustration of the opposite method I can mention the action of
some of the alumni at last commencement when to obtain the new athletic
grounds they began proceedings by sacrificing some of their own cash and
raised, I think, something like $7,500. That was one of the few occasions
when our advocates of progress took the right course. Beautiful plans and
suggestions prepared by the highest exertion of intellectual genius do not,
by themselves, amount to anything. If you want anything done in the
college begin by giving something towards it. That will give you an in terest in it. It makes no difference how little or how much . It may be
only one dollar to buy one book for the Library, or one small specimen for
the Biological Department; but when you have given that one dollar you
are in a stronger position before the management than the greatest intellect
.who has merely suggested a perfect plan or made a keen criticism on the
administration.
I use the term dollar symbolically as meaniug money or money's worth;
for it is well known that several alumni, notably Judge Buffington and Mr.
Haight have recently set the example of working hard, giving their time
as well as spending their money, in carrying out the plan that occurred to
them of obtaining students of the right sort. They carried out their own
plan; they did not throw it down before the president or the trustees or
the faculty and ask them to carry it out.
Trinity was originally founded and has been for the most part supported
by people with ideals of education which require a great deal of money and
very difficult management if we are at the same time to have large numbers
of students. For example we find the alumni taking great pride in the
social standing of the students and professors, in the social opportunities of
Hartford, in the general appearance of our buildings and surroundings, and
in great fear that the trustees in their desire to increase numbers will do,
.like many other colleges, and let in a flood of persons who would destroy
the social character of the college as the alumni recollect it. S~me of the
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alumni go so far as to say that we ought to make the social standing of the
undergraduates even higher than it is, and at the same time increase the
number of students.
We have succeeded in this difficult task rather better than was to be
expected. We have largely fulfilled our ideal in the men we have produced. vVe have graduated well trained, well informed men of marked
indi viduality who wherever they go are recognized as the Trinity type.
We have now over $750,000 in interest bearing investments; and the college buildings and campus, which are not interest bearing real estate may
be roughly said to represent as much more. This million and a half of
property has been placed in our hands by people who believe in our
methods. The property and funds have been safely preserved and conservatively and well managed by our treasurer. During the last twentyfive years the property and invested funds have considerably increased in
value.
I am saying all this in order to give the alumni a glimpse of the situation as it really is and as we see it; and I must ask the alumni to remember
the placard in the western frontier daucing hall : "Do not shoot the young
man at the piano; he is doing the best he can."
On the other hand we are always glad to have suggestions and information from the alumni; and so important was this deemed that in 1883 the
Charter of the College was altered so that the alumni could elect three
trustees to represent in the governing board the views, wishes and sentiments of the alumni. Although we are under the law solely responsible
for and have the sole power of guiding the policy of the college it is nevertheless very important for us to know the alumni 's point of view as it is
important for them to know ours. Most of us are alumni, and we differ
from other alumni only in having a different set of duties to perform, and a
different way of obtaining information.
We feel considerable satisfaction in the good educational work that is
done at the college, the buildings and departments that have been added
during the last twenty years, the gifts and bequests which during that period
exceed all the funds given to the college in its previous history. So far as my
own observations go the outward appearance of the college and its grounds
is better and more attractive than it has ever been before. There are few, if
any, colleges in New England that exceed it in this respect; and this out·ward attractiveness, I understand, to be part of the old ideal. The teach-
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ing departments were never before so numerous or in such good working
order. If there is not good teaching done in them ; if we do not handle the
material given to us as well as it is capable of being handled then I do not
know where that sort of thing is done.
Our professors seem to me to be up to what I have called in this letter
the old ideal which is that they shall be competent teachers and investigators and also gentlemen of a certain kind of influence. I have often seen
professors in other institutions who could not get a place in the Trinity
faculty if they offered to serve for nothing. The selection of professors at
Trinity is the most laborious and difficult work that the president and the
trustees have to do.
We feel very complacent when we hear of tbe graduates w 10 sweep up
prizes, fellowships and advancement in the professional schools, at Johns
Hopkins, Columbia, and the College of Physicians and Surgeons in New
York, or who graduate into good positions. The president and the faculty
may possibly think that some of this is due to their exertions; but we take
all the credit of it to ourselves because we rather fancy that we are the
creators of the president and the faculty. As we are the body that is supposed to be responsible, we purpose to assume to ourselves all the benefit
there is in the situation.
We even assume a large part of the credit for the new athletic field; for
although most of the money for it was raised by a most laudable effort among
the alumni, yet the successful and admirable engineering, planning and
superintendance was done by Professor Luther, who is our property.
Two or three years ago when we gave the Library increased room, almost
doubling its capacity, everyone said that no larger accommodations would
be needed for it for twenty years; but already it is becoming crowded and
the necessity for a larger building will soon be upon us. Similarly the
Boardman Hall of Biology which we built only two or three years ago was
supposed to be absurdly large; but already all the available space in its
museum and rooms is taken or pledged by the collections and work that are
pouring in. When people furnisl; us with money for buildings we seem to
know how to fill them.
vVe are proud of what we have accomplished within three years in the
vast improvement in the efficiency and size of the Library and we are proud
of having created within the same time practically almost the whole department of biology, although Mr. Carlton and Professor Edwards may possibly
think that they have had a hand in the development of these departments.

-
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The last number of the Bztlletin, which Professor Martin so admirably
conducts in our name, reveals an active life in the whole Trinity community; learned and yet practical essays by professors who, like Professor
Riggs, seem to be sought by the City of Hartford to give that community
better gas light and better government, mingled with alumni and undergraduate news and doings of the most interesting sort; in fact an intellectual, athletic, and practical activity of the very best kind.
Indeed we of ten feel as though we ourselves had conducted Professor
Edwards' biological researches for the government and Professor McCook's
investig::rtions among tramps, corrupt politicians and other decadents and
owned the large collection of French engravings and portraits with which
he illustrates the work in his recitation room. We feel as though we had
written Professor Johnson's literary and critical essays and Professor Babitt's
Greek Grammar as well as Professor Hopkins' excellent Latin hymns, his
poem at Marietta and his novel of "The Fighting Bishop." We appreciate
the labors of Professor Ferguson who for many years has conducted the
work in both history and economics, who has annually made gifts to the
College of more than the value of his salary, recently crowning his generosity by a a most munificent gift; and we are not unmindful of his editorial work and of his essays in American and Ecclesiastical history. I can
not remember a time when Trinity was going into it in such a way, as they
say out West, "with all four feet."
So far as my experience and information go there has been no period in
the college's history when it has approximated so closely to its ideal as in
the last ten years. vVe congratulate ourselves on the men we have selected
to do our work. We are anxious to keep the ball rolling just as it is; and
for this purpose to be free from those violent and reckless criticisms by the
alumni which at times, in the past, have been thoughtlessly spread among
the body of the alumni and outsiders with the result of keeping from us
students who are willing and anxious to come, also preventing us raising
subscriptions of money, and leading people to change their wills which
contain bequests for the college. The alumni should remember that the
reputation by which a college lives and draws support from its natural constituency is as delicate as any business reputation or any merchant's credit.
We ask for the support of a united alumni who will be as careful of our
reputation as they are of their own, or as careful as the alumni of other
colleges are of the reputation of their alma mater.
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It is important, I think, that I should give the alumni a definite and
condensed statement in figures of the advancement of the college, within
the last decade or two. First as to the amount of gifts and bequests in that
time as compared with previous years:
1824-1842
$78,12~.12

1843-1862
$104,362.05

1863-1882
$334,044.06

1883-1902
$516,652.74

It is to be observed in the above table that the gifts and bequests of the
last twenty years more than equal the gifts and bequests of the previous
sixty years. The sum total of the last twenty years in the table does not
include about $26,000 given from time to time to help deserving students
and for sundry other purposes; nor does it include one or two other gifts
such as the recent gift of $10,000 by Professor Ferguson towards the salary
of a professor of economics. The table shows a steady growth of the college in the confidence of that portion of the people who have taken the
trouble to know and understand our methods.
As for the number of students about which there are many incorreet
statements floating about among the alumni, the following gives the numbers
for each twenty years period:
1825-1842
516

1843-1862
496

1863-1882
551

1883-1902
801

It will be observed that the numbers are almost stationary in the first
three periods and that in the fourth period they are nearly double the number in the preceding period.
It may be said by some that all this shows an advance; but not a suffi.
ciently rapid advance when we compare ourselves with certain other collegei:; in New England; and to this it may be replied that as we have the
reputation of being a church college a large part of the people of the country do not naturally take us into consideration either for students or gifts
of money; and as is well known, church people do not and will not, except
in a slight degree, support their own colleges no matter what their merit.
It is not that we are sectarian. Yale, Princeton, Amherst and Williams
have grown up as sectarian colleges, but of sects that have always ardently
and unitedly supported their colleges of whatever degree of merit. Such
colleges, supported by religious denominations which are united and enthusiastic on collegiate education, naturally advance in numbers more
rapidly than Trinity.
We have another difficulty in our name which gives many people the false
impression that we are a theological school. The ideal we have adopt_e d
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and our situation on the outskirts of Hartford, keep from us many students
of small means who need the board of very cheap restaurants, or who want
to be able to get quickly from their study or lectures to the work by which
they pay their way through ·college. vVe have no large fund or scholarships for supporting free students. Harvard spent for thi purpose last year
$88,000, in the college alone and Yale spent $66,000. Although we have a
small graduate department started in recent years, and have done good
graduate work we have no graduate schools of law or medicine, which
have a great effect both directly and indirectly in increasing numbers. Our
difficulties have been increased on several occa ions and both students and
gifts of money have been kept from us by sensationally magnified critici ms
among our own people based on incorrect information or narrow and partial views, and circulated in the newspapers.
Opinions may differ as to the relative effect of these difficulties, but they
are all in some degree at work against us. That we have overcome them
as much as we have, clung to our ideal and within the last fifteen years
made such an advance in spite of all the difficultie and obstructions, show~
what our capacities are and that we can overcome the difficulties still more,
and probably altogether, if we persist in our present course. The alumni
have it in their power to assist us or hinder us, as they choose.
I have only one word more to add on what has been done during the
past twenty years which co, en; the term of service of most of the Tru tees
now in office as well a of the President and the Faculty. At the beginning
of that period the college had just moved from its old home, where the
capitol now stands in the heart of the city, to it present abode, a mile away
on the outskirts. That move is eYery day proving itself to have been a
good one. I am glad it was done, although it involved large expenditure
and created some difficult problems with which we have had to grapple.
At the time it was done it had a somewhat depressing influence and the
new buildings erected were extravagant in design and co t too much money.
At the beginning of the twenty year period mentioned the new site was
bare and ugly with only the English designed building on it, no professors'
houses, and no conveniences.
ince then have been added the President's
house, several professors' houses, the Gymnasium and Alumni Hall, the
Jarvis Laboratories, Boardman Hall and a general improvement in facilities
.of all sorts and in the appearnnce of the ground which have made them
the most beautiful in the City of Hartford. At the beginning of that
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period the College had only eleven departments and seventeen and three
fourths courses; now it has twenty-one departments and eighty-five courses.
At the beginning of that period the Library contained 22,338 volumes and
13,000 pamphlets; now it contains 45,130 volumes and 28,185 pamphlets.
So fellow alumni and undergraduates do not mope over the College;
do not become excited aud violent; do not criticize it for faults or inequalities which exist in every college and are worse in most colleges than in
ours; do not labor to s.pread such unnecessary criticisms broadcast among
the public; do not become so passionate and vindictive that you want to
kill your own mother; do not demand impossible standards; do not attack
or refuse to support somebody's plan for advancement merely be.cause it is
not your own; but turn in as you did last commencement with the Athletic
F:ield with a united effort to help.

Sydney G. Fisher.

ADAMS, THE SERVITOR
, , ALTRUISM,'' is that the word?
The Golden Rule we used to call it,
"To do to others as we would. have
Them do to us. "-God's law fulfill.
Nothing is nobler -more sublime,
No matter the word by which you name it,
Than ever to do what is needed by
Those we live among, day by day.
One "girded Himself" and "washed," we're told
And thus a perfect example set.
We count this service the highest honorTo "gird one's self and serve" like Him.
The little things away from sight,
Always ready for joy or use,
How much of happiness hangs on them
Tho' overlooked by the mass of men.
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"Servant! " What nobler word on earth,
" Despised, rejected," as 'tis by mo t?
When shall we rise to the very highest
Till "unprofitable" we own ourselves to be?
"I am the Door," the Shepherd said,
So Janitor keeps good company.
May you and I swing ever the door
Wide open, for all, most courteously.
One swarthy-skinned bore a cross that day,
For his weak and fainting Ma ·ter's sake,
And earned a place in the Book of Life
Which you and I might be proud to fill.
When will we learn "not word but deed
Make the man," most beloved of all,
And miss'd the most when death shall call
To his rest- for the lab'ring man so sweet?
Brother, is your life not happier to-day
For the skill and experience of menial hand A mother's, or sister's, or servant's or friend'.?
The helping man is God's noblest work.
Sleep on old friend! sleep on, in peace,
On that Bosom laid open for such as you;
Tired and bent and "heavy laden,"
With deeds for others the long life through,
Till you hear in the morning the Master calling:
"Thou hast been faithful o'er things a few,
Ruler thou shalt be, (so Heaven repays),
Enter thou into the joy of thy Lord! "

w. s. s., '83.

COMMUNICATIONS
To the Editor of tlze Tablet:
there an alumnus, young or old, who does not delight to tell of the
pranks he played when an undergraduate? Nothing is more delectable
to the graduate of five or a dozen years than to become the center of an
admiring group of undergraduates and to tell how his cla s of 18- led un
innocent calf to the top of Northam and then ( unlike the noble Duke of
York) left the janitors to lead it down again. "Of course you have heard
what the famous class of ' 70 did to keep up the good old traditions of the
place, and how the mighty cla ·s of '93 rolled a giant iron hoop up and
down the College walk and finally dropped it upon the unsuspecting heads
of "Pigville." What class has not a St. Patrick's Day tale to tell, or
what graduate has failed to make life miserable for ome member of the
Faculty?
All this by way of introduction-the milk in the cocoanut is that for
the sake of auld lang syne every class must do something absurd-if not
ongiual-so that in years to come its members may have thrilling recollections of their college days to tell. While no one would wish to quell the
impetuous freshman or sophomore spirit, there are some (not long out of
college either) who do not believe that the town or the College ought to be
painted red in the strict sense of the term. One has no particular admiration for the class, or the individuals, who damaged the Princeton lions, or
who smirched the statue of John Harvard with a rowdy message to Yale .
These were acts of vandalism and should have met the punishment they
deserved at the hands of the students themselves. In the same category
must be placed the decorating of private fences and sidewalks with class
numeral daubed by hasty and un teady hand . There is nothing brave or
original in arming one' self with a paint pot and discoloring portion of the
town in the dead of night. Let us have good, wholesome, boyish, practical
jokes, but no more damaging of private property!
A Recent Graduate.

JS

To the Editor of Tlie Tablet :
the last meeting of the Board of Fellows it was voted to establish
next year a course of lectures to be known as the Fellows' Lectures .
The plan so far as formulated is to arrange a series of informal talks by
graduates upon practical subjects to be delivered in one of the recitation
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rooms to students and alumni only. Many Trinity graduates have been
successful and have attained more or less prominence in their respective
lines of work, and it-is felt that_ the students :would be interested to hear
what some of them have to say for themselves and their work. The following speakers and subjects have been suggested for a starter:
Hon. Joseph Buffington, LL. D., '75, - "Law and Practice in the
United States Courts;" Hon. William E. Curtis, '75,-" The Work of an
Assistant Secreta~y of the Treasury ; '' Senator Frank L. Wilcox, '80," American Bridge Builders;" J. Russell Parsons, '81,-" The Board of
Regents of the State of New York;" Richard Burton, Ph.D. '88, " Higher Journalism;" Clarence G. Child, Ph. D., '86,-" The Study of
Literature at Bryn Mawr; " Samuel B. P. Trowbridge, '86,-" American
Architecture;" Harmon S. Graves, LL. B., '92,-" Life at the New York
Bar and the Advantages of being a Football Captain;" Howard T. Greenley, S. B. '94,--" Life at the Beaux Arts; " William S. Langford, '06, " American Railroading;" Louis Potter, '96,-" American Sculpture."
This list can be stretched out indefinitely for there is no lack of good
material. It may be somewhat of a shock to the above named graduates,
whom we have not yet consulted, to see their names in print, but the Committee of Arrangements will not accept any declinations, and so it was not
thought necessary to consult with the speakers in advance. The success of
such an enterprise rests chiefly with the audience. If the students would
not be interested in a series of talks,if such are arranged, and will not prove
their interest by attending in large numbers, let them say so frankly. It is
felt that anything which would tend to bring the students and alumni into
closer touch would be of very great value to the College, and, if the alumni
take the trouble to come and talk, it would be up to the students to see that
they are properly entertained.
Professor McCook and Walter S. Schutz were appointed a Committee
of the Board of Fellows to confer with the students and faculty in regard
to the proposed lectures. Don't fail to send them any suggestions or objections which may occur to you. In this connection we would remind the
students and alumni that for more than a year a box has hung in Northam
Towers bearing the inscription "Communications to the Board of Fellows."
The box has had very little use. All communications will be treated confidentially and, if you have ideas for the betterment of the College, do not
fail to give the Board the benefit of them .
A Fellow.

THEORETICAL AND APPLIED ELECTRO-CI-lEMISTRV
THE field indicated in the title is too vast a one to treat in the limits
of this short article. Even if the Olympian muses were entirely upto-date and one of them would consent to act as a stenographer, I could not
hope to give more than an epitome of the subject.
Not only is the field which it presents to the practical engineer the widest
and most unexplored, but for pure research electro-chemistry offers the student the best opportunity to extend the vast growing integral of human
knowledge. This theoretical side is, of course, co-ordinate with the practical side, but as it has had such tremendous influence on the development
of electrical engineering , a short historical sketch of it should be given separately.
About a century ~go Signor Galvani observed ballet-dancer-like motions of the legs of a dissected frog, when a scalpel connects muscle and
nerve. This of course occasioned much astonishment and when it was
found that electricity produced the same effect, it was believed that a direct
connection between life and electricity had been produced. Later, Volta
studied this phenomenon and developed the voltaic cell. vVe know now
that the electrolytic current set up by the dissimilar metals of the knife
caused the convulsions.
The effect of the developments from this fortuitous experiment was profound and far-reaching. Before, the only source of current which the early
investigator had at his command was the unsatisfactory static machine.
Now they were given a steady source of current, -expensive, of course, as
zinc was expensive, but still cheap when efficiency was considered. With
our modern generators and storage batteries we are rather apt to U,nderestimate the importance of having something better than a static machine to
give us "juice" in convenient amounts.
Without the voltaic cell, Davy, Faraday, Ohm and the others could not
have discovered the facts which are the basis of modern electrical engineering. By its aid Faraday was enabled to make his classical researches on
electro-magnetic induction. These experiments brought to light the fundamental principles of the modern generator, motor, telephone receiver, rotary
and static transformers. By the same means he made his second series of
.classical experiments in electrolytic conduction from which the law known
as "Faraday's law" was evolved.
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This law showed that electrolytic conduction differed essentially from
metallic conduction. The difference may be shown in the following somewhat crude analogy. In one case, the electrical charges are passed from
molecule to molecule, as coal might be passed by one man shoveling it to
another. In the other case each molecule or, to be correct, each " ion," can
carry 96,540 coulombs of electricity, or an even multiple thereof. This
time the coal is carried by men in wheelbarrows, and we must consider that
each wheelbarrow will hold either 200, or if it is bigger, 400, or if it is still
bigger, 600 pounds of coal. The fat man and the thin man can carry just
·so much coal. For instance, silver has a fat ion weighing 108 atomic
pounds, while copper, which weighs only 63.6 atomic pounds, can carry
just as much coal. This essential difference between the two classes of conductors has had a powerful influence on the theoretical side of physics, and
bids fair to modify our entire ideas about the mechanism of electrical action.
Faraday did this, and he did it because he had the previous experimental
knowledge of Volta and Galvani to help him.
After the time of Faraday, electro-chemistry made, for years, but slow
progress. What little work was done was the improvement of the vrimary
cell by Daniell, Bunsen, and others; and the discovery of the lead secondary
element by Plante, Faure and others, and the work in electrolytic conduction by Hittorf, Kohlrausch and Clausius.
About fifty years ago Sir William Thomson, now Lord Kelvin, showed
that the E. M. F. of a Daniell element is almost exactly what it would be
were all the chemical energy changed into electrical. For other cells it was
found that the law was usually only an approximation. Later, Prof. Gibbs
of Yale and Helmholtz of Berlin modified Thomson's law so that it held for
all cells.
Twenty years ago Prof. Ostwald of Leipzig, assisfed by his pupils, Arrhenius, a Swede, Van t'Hoff, a Hollander, Nernst, a German, worked out
the modern theory of electrolytic dissociation. This theory has had strong
support from the younger generation of scientists in Germany and in the
rest of the world. It is, however, inadequate to explain all the facts, and
it has been attacked more or less successfully by a number of men, chief of
whom is Kahlenberg of the University of Wisconsin. However, it is the
only theory that can give a broad and general explanation of electrolytic
facts, - a faulty and imperfect explanation, it is true, but still the best one.
It has laid the foundation of some very pretty theories in biology.
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Bredig has shown a striking and wide analogy between "inorganic
catalytes" and organic ferments. Loeb of Chicago claims to have found
in the difference of osmotic pressure of magnesium ions the secret of life,
and has fertilized the egg of a sea urchin without the male. I believe that
in the electrical pressure set up between oxygenated and carbonated blood,
we have the seat of the muscular forces that win football games, for in.stance, on the physical side, and the mental forces, for instance, that
which edits the TABLET, on the psychical side.
The electrolytic dissociation theory has been strikingly confirmed and
extended by the researches of J. J. Thomson, formerly of Cambridge Uni:.
versity, England, who now comes to Columbia. In fact, as amplified it is
really a new theory, - the electron theory. This unites several isolated hypotheses into a strong central theory that connects matter and electricity
as different forms of energy in one medium, - call it ether, electricity,
world-stuff, or what-you-will.
Removed by long space yet, after all, not so far distant from these theories which modify our thought and our philosophy, is the application of
the experimental facts of electro-chemistry into large scale industrial manufacturing, which industrial extension is slowly changing our social, moral,
and political conditions. In reality these two forces, which at first glance
might be considered to be diametrically opposite, are working along the
same line and changing " the old order of things, giving place to the new."
It is impossible to take ,up at any length this change which is modifying
the views of the critical thinker on philosophy, and the views of everybody
on the industrial question, but we will consider directly the development of
money-making processes from the experiments of the laboratory.
In America we have a wonderful chance for this development of the
electro-chemical industry.
In the first place we have cheap coal, and
cheap coal means cheap power. In the next place we have millions of
horse-power running to waste over the waterfalls of this country. Some
of these water-powers, such as Niagara, Massena and Sault Ste. Marie are
situated on the water ways of the Great Lakes. The importance of water
transportation cannot be grasped until one has seen the water front on tidewater in New York double and triple in value in the last three years. It
may be predicted that land near these great water-power plants will increase in value in the next twenty years, as land near New York on tidewater has done in the last twenty years, provided, of course, we have no
anat aocial cri1i1.
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In any electro-chemical process, whether electrolytic or electro-thermical, power is large item in the cost sheet. Cut this in four as cheap horsepower will do, and we save 37-½ per cent. in the cost of production.
o
other country has such cheap power, cheap coal, cheap raw materials as the
United States has. No other country can bring these three together by
water as can the United States. No other country has labor, capital, natural resources, engineering ability, and most important of all, far-sighted,
enterprising, optimistic business men in such abundance as the United
States. This country, provided she tempers her enterprises with conservatism, and provided her captains of industry are able enough and broad
enough and fair-minded enough to grapple the labor question, will have the
commercial supremacy of the world. Excessive speculation and its consequent extravagance and the labor question which is engendered by these
two, are the only clouds on the industrial horizon.
The great industries situated at Niagara Falls cannot be described in
detail, but it may only be said that a large proportion of them are financially successful. Those that have had only moderate success or have
proved failures, have done so because of scientific weakness in the process,
engineering weakness in the plant, or commercial weakness in attempting
to establish an industry without knowing an approximate cost of the article
produced by their competitors. It may be casually mentioned that the lead
of the pencil used in making notes for this article was once coal, that this
was graphitized in an electric furnace at such a temperature that the impurities, iron, silicon, aluminum, etc., were boiled off. Twenty years ago
such a statement would have been incredible.
Over 60 per cent. of the copper of the United States is refined electrolytically. This is usually done on the Atlantic coast, because of convenience
of importing copper bullion from Chili, Japan, and elsewhere, and because
the brass and copper rolling mills are situated near at hand. This process,
developed in 1882 by Mr. F. A. Thum of the Balbach Refining Co. of Newark, N. J., is the greatest, and yet the simplest electro-chemical process of
the present day. By an operation costing one-quarter of a cent a pound
precious metals to the value of two to four cents per pound are saved, and
copper of 101 per cent conductivity is made. Were it not for this process
"lake copper" would sell at a large premium and electrical advance would
be checked. It is a coincidence that an electrical process has been the sal•
vation of electrical engineering.
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Her eyes were ardent chambers
Of life with love for guest;
Her hands and feet were small and sweet
And made to be caressed.
There hung an air about her
Of worship, perfumed all
,vith lavender and rose and myrrh,
An odor virginal.

I never hark to music
But what I hear her voice;
\Vhene'er I see some sight of glee
Her smile bids me rejoice.
Lovesome she was when Ii ving,
Twice lovely, being dead ;
I feel her nigh and ever by
Her Presence I am led.

R. B.'BS.

COLLEGE AND CAMPUS
T

HE Easter recess ended on Monday evening, April 20, at 5.45, with
service in the chapel. Nearly the entire student body returned on
time for the opening service.
On Saturday morning, April 4, the senior class tree w as planted on the
south end of the campus just north of the "Bishop." The entire class
marched out in a body from Jortham Towers to the spot where the tree
lay, and forming in line , with the tree on the shoulders of some of the
stronger members, marched around the campus amid cheers and songs.
Returning to the planting place each member threw in a hovel full of dirt,
which completed the ceremony.
The next required themes from the junior class will be due on May 16;
the subjects were announced in a previous issue.
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Her eyes were ardent chambers
Of life with love for guest;
Her hands and feet were small and sweet
And made to be caressed.
There hung an air about her
Of worship, perfumed all
\Vith lavender and rose and myrrh,
An odor virginal.
I never hark to music
But what I hear her voice;
\Vhene'er I see some sight of glee
Her smile bids me rejoice.
Lovesome she was when living,
Twice lovely, being dead ;
I feel her nigh and ever by
Her Presence I am led.
R. B.'BS.

COLLEGE AND CAMPUS
THE Easter recess ended on Monday evening, April 20, at 5.46, with
service in the chapel. Nearly the entire student body returned on
time for the opening service.
On Saturday morning, April 4, the senior class tree was planted on the
south end of the campus just north of the "Bishop." The entire class
marched out in a body from Northam To·wers to the spot where the tree
lay, and forming in line , with the tree on the shoulders of some of the
stronger members, marched around the campu~ amid cheers and songs.
Returning to the planting place each member threw in a shovel full of dirt,
which completed the ceremony.
The next required themes from the junior class will be due on May 15;
the subjects were announced in a previous issue.
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A meetmg of the executive committee was held on Wednesday, April
22, and the following two candidates nominated for assistant manager of
the baseball team in place of H. Lee Watson, who has left college: C . B.
Wynkoop, '05, and R. M. Ewing, '05.
The tennis courts have been put in first class shape, and are now ready
for use. It is likely that a tournament will be held sometime during the
next month.
On vVednesday afternoo1~, April 1, a most interesting and instructive
lecture was given in the lecture room of the Science Building by Professor
F. R. Honey on the "Machinery of the ·w hite Star Liner Cedric." Mr.
Honey's talk was listened to by a large number of the students, who loudly
applauded him at the close. He gave some of his various experiences on
steamships during his voyages on the Red Sea, Baltic, and Indian Ocean,
and compared briefly the marine machinery of thirty years ago with that
of to-day. He also showed the relative comparisons between the Kaiser
,vilhelm der Grosse and the Cedric, illustrating the advantages of each in
the point of capacity, engine, fuel, and many instructive points.
The editors of the 1904 Ivy are workiRg hard on the annual, which they
hope to have out by the first of June. Contributions from the alumni or
students ,yill be thankfully received.
The last of the series of scientific lectures, under the auspices of the
Hartford Scientific Society, was given on Friday evening by Professor
Karl W. Genthe, Ph.D., on" Aleippe, a Marine Parasite."
The special preacher at cha,pel Sunday morning, April 25, was the
Rev. G. Brinley Morgan, rector of Christ Church, New Haven.
The remainder of the series of lectures on Constitutional History will
be delivered by Sydney G. Fisher, '79, to the seniors every morning next
week at 8.45, in the History room.
The annual interclass field meet. will be held on Saturday morning,
May 2, on the new athletic field.
The debating team composed of Golden, '03, Meyer, '03, and Thomas,
'03, accompanied by Dr. McCrea, went to Lewiston, Me., on Thursday,
April 16, to debate with Bates College on the subject: "Resolved, That
industrial organizations, commonly known as trusts, will be for the
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welfare of society." The debate took place in the City Hall and was
attended by fully two thousand persons. Trinity's arguments were especially good, but Bates excelled in oratory, and the contest was awarded
to the latter. The showing made was worthy of the college, and should
be a strong beginning toward having a good debating team in the future.
Mr. Sydney G . Fisher, '79, is to deliver a lecture before the Historical
Society of Connecticut on the evening of Tuesday, May 5. The subject
will be "Points of Difference Between Connecticut and Pennsylvania,"
with special reference to the claim by Connecticut to the northern half of
Pennsylvania. A cordial invitation is extended to all who are interested.

"IS MY HAT ON STRAIGHT?"
' TIS a problem evasive, elusi.ve
As portentious as questions of State
I'm propounded each day
And required to say
If her hat- if her hat is on straight.
I have dreamed of procuring a plumb-bob,
And deftly applying its weight,
To determine z'n fact
This rare question of tact,
If her sanctified hat is on straight.
It's a dreamy, lop-sided creation,
For symmetry's now out of date,
And between you and me
It quite crooked would be
If it ever were really on straz'ght.
Perchance it's a riddle aesthetic,
Too subtle by far for my pate;
And yet I feel sure,
He is voted a boor
Who can't tell if her hat is on straight.

Z2 I'
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Ah, is there some bourne for the weary,
Where all things are known small and great,
Some Elysian field,
Where at last 'tis revealed,
If her halo -or hat-is on straight.
Oh, help me I pray, I beseech you,
For on this is hanging my fate,
And if you know the trick,
Tell me how- tell me quickShall I judge if her hat is on straight.

Sa_ffo1~d Waters, '87.

ATHLETICS

EDvV ARD J. MANN led a personally conducted historical tour to Harvard and Brown on April 7 and 8. Many points of interest were
visited but no games were played, as it rained in both cities.
On the southern trip, the University of Pennsylvania and Villanova
games were cancelled for the same reason. The non-playing of these games
deprived the team of valuable practice and by the time the team reached
ew York for the games there it was in a decidedly rusty condition, not
having been able to get any practice for twelve days on account of the
weather. Considering this handicap the showing made was excellent.
PRINCETON

11,

TRINITY

2

Trinity played her first college game of the season Wednesday, April 1 at
Princeton. The showing made was excellent. Grange pitched a very
clever game and with better support in the field would have held Princeton
to a smaller score. Trinity scored her runs, one in the fourth inning, on
Mann's two bagger and an error, and i-n the eighth on Clement's drive for
two bases and Mann's fly to the outfield. Princeton bunched her runs in
only one inning, the seventh. Score:
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PRINCETON

R

Davis, 1. f.,
C(lsgrove, c. f.,
Stevens, p.,
Underhill, p.,
McMillan, p .,
Pearson, lb.,
Welles, 2b.,
Purnell, 3b.,
Larned, s. s.,
Bard, r. f.,
Doyle, c.,

1
3
1
1
0

lB
0
1
1
1

0

0
0
1

PO

A

E

2
1
1

0
0
3
1

0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0
2
0

11
0
0
1
0
11

0

1

2

0
4

2

0

0

5

0

0
1

1
1

0

0

0

0

TRINITY

R

lB

PO

A

E

1
0
0
1

1

1

0
1
0
4
0
2
0
1
2

1
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
0

Clement, 1. f.,
Morgan, c. f.,
Townsend, 3b.,
Mann, s. s.,
Brigham, lb.,
Allen, 2b. ,
Duffee, r. f.,
Bradin, c.,
Grange, p.,

0
0

0
0
0

0

a

0
1

5
2

0

6

1
0
0
0

1
0
6
0

6
11
9 27 10
Totals,
2
3 24 10
3
Totals,
8
9
Score by innings:
1
3
4
5
6
7
2
x-11
5
0
1
1
2
2
0
0
Princeton,
0- 2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
Trinity,
Two-base hits, Clement, Mann, Bard, Cosgrave. Stolen bases, Princeton 4, Trinity 1.
Bases on balls, off Stevens 1, off Underhill 1, off Grange 7. Struck out, by Grange 4, by
Stevens 5, by Underhill 2, by McMillan 3. Wild pitch, Grange. Passed balls, Bradin 2.
Hit by pitched ball, Clement. Umpire, Mr. Burns.

TRINITY 12, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 9

Tuesday, April 14, Trinity defeated New York University 12-9.
Trinity batted well but put up a loose game in the field. Mann held the
N . Y. U. batters well in hand. Score:
TRI:-.ITY

Clement, 1. f.,
Morgan, c. f.,
Townsend, 3b.,
Mann, p.,
Brigham, lb.,
Allen, 2b.,
Duffee, r. f.,
Bradin, c.,
Syphax, s. s.,
Totals,

1B PO A
0
0
2
2
1
0
4
1
2
3
0 10
2 16
0
0
2
0
1
0
0
1
3
1
0
1
0

0
1
1
1
2
1

41 12 10 27 15

8

AB

R

4

2
2
1
1

5

5
4
5
5

5
4
3

0

2
1
1
2

E

0

0
2

N. Y. U.
Dullard, 3b.,
Rorke, 2b .,
Connelley, s. s.,
Tuthill, c. f.,
MacDowell. c.,
Condit, r. f.,
Reilley, lb.,
VanValk'b'h, 1. f.,
O'Connor, p.,

Totals,

lB PO

AB

R

5

3
2
2

1
1
1

1
1
3

3

0

0

4

0

2

2
0
0
0

0

3
5

5
5
5

A

E

2
0

3

2
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1

27 10

5

4
4

0

7
2
0
0 11
0
0

0

0

40

9

5

0

0

0

Three-base bit, MacDowell. Two-base hits, Mann 3, Brigham, Dullard, O'Connor.
Sacrifice hits, Tov.nsend, Rorke, Tuthill. Double plays, Allen (unassisted), Reilley (unassisted). Hit by pitched ball, Clement, Sypbax 2, Rorke 2. Struck out, by Mann 1,
by O'Connor 5. Bases on balls, off O'Connor 4. Wild pitches, O'Connor 2. Passed
balls, Bradin 2. Umpire, Mr. Phillips.
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MANHATTAN

18,

TRINITY
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Saturday, April 18, Trinity was defeated by Manhattan 13-2 at New
York. The trunk containing the baseball suits and gloves was delayed and
Trinity put in a rather mixed looking team, the men borrowing their outfits. This seemed to have a demoralizing effect on the team, as Manhattan
had no difficulty in winning.
FORDHAM

13, TRINITY 1

Monday, April 20, Trinity was defeated in a loosely played game by
Fordham 13-1. Trinity plainly showed lack of practice, and could
neither field nor bat succe~sfully.
YALE

5,

TRINITY

0

If any one had happened to be passing the Wethersfield ball grounds,
Thursday afternoon, April 28, about six o'clock, they could not have been
able to tell which team won, for the supporters of both looked pleased,
those of Yale because she had earned a hard fought viGtory and those of
Trinity because Yale had been blanked for six innings, and held to five
runs in the remaining, four of which came in in the fatal seventh.
This was the first time that Yale and Trinity have met in baseball since
1891, and great interest was felt in the game, as in the former one Trinity
was victor 14-7. Hardly any one dared hope for a repetition of that
game, but it was nearly realized, an unfortunate error and pitcher's wildness causing the break.
The fielding of both teams was at all times excellent and at times spectacular, Morgan's catch of a hot liner with a man on third being the best
play of the game. Patten pitched a very heady game aud allowed Trinity
to straighten out his benders but three times. Grange, while hit more
frequently, kept the hits so well scattered that Yale could do nothing with
him until the seventh.
The game started with Trinity in the field. Barnes struck out, Barnwell went out on a sharp hit to Brigham. O'Brian hit to left, but Cote
could not get the ball by Grange. For Trinity, Clement hit to second and
was out; Morgan laced out a two-bagger to right center, but was doubled
on Townsend'e hit to center, Barnwell making~ beautiful catch. Trinity
pulled out of a tight place in the second through snappy fielding.
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O'Rourke pushed a hit into left field, Winslow followed with a drive over
second, but was doubled when Chittenden hit to Mann, Allen and Brigham
assisting in the brilliant play. Thompson walked to first, but got no further, as Patten flew out to Morgan. Trinity could do nothing, Mann,
Brigham and Allen going out on grounders. Trinity made another brilliant play in Yale's half of the third. Barnes. was passed to first, reached
third on Barnwell's hit, the latter stole second and it looked like a score
for Yale. O'Brian fell a victim to Grange's curves, Cote flew out to
Syphax, then by a quick throw Grange caught Barnwell off second; while
he was running down the line Barnes made a break for the plate, but was
nailed, Mann to Bradin. Trinity could do nothing in her half. In the
fourth O'Rourke made a scratch, stole se·c ond, but got no farther as the
next three men were easy outs. Trinity was still unable to do anything
with Patten and went out quickly. In her half Yale got in a hit but could
do nothing further. For Trinity, Mann went out, short to first, Brigham
third to first; Allen was a good waiter, but got no farther than first as
Syphax flew out.
As before mentioned the prettiest play of the game occurred in the
sixth. Cote made a scratch hit, went to second on O'Rourke's sacrifice
and third on Winslow's out, Mann to Brigham. Chittenden came up and
cracked out a liner that looked good for three bases, but Morgan by a great
catch gathered it in and Yale was blanked for the sixth time. Trinity
spoiled a good opening by poor generalship on the bases. Bradin struck
out, Grange walked, but was caught off first; Clement was hit, but was
thrown out trying for second.
In tl:ie seventh it was all off. Mann and Grange talked over the pleasures of a balloon ascension, and both decided to take a flight. Mann evidently did not like it, as he dropped back to earth, but Grange thought he
could get a better view if he went higher, and by the time he got back
Yale had chalked up four runs. It happened as follows: Thompson
leaned up against one of Grange's benders, which Clement rounded up.
Patten reached first while Mann was looking for the ball. Barnes walked.
Barnwell made a punk hit, and the bases were full. O'Brian received
another pass, forcing Patten in for the first score. Cote hit to right, Barnes
scoring. Barnwell came in on a wild pitch. O'Rourke went out to Clement, O'Brian scoring. vVinslow made a scratch bunt. Townsend gathered
one in from Chittendon, closing the inning. For Trinity Morgan fanned.
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Thompson hit to left. Mann fouled out. Brigham walked, but Allen
went out, third to first, and Trinity's chance for that inning was over.
Grange pitched splendid ball in the next inning and Yale was blanked.
Trinity tried hard but could do nothing in her half.
Yale got one more in the ninth. O'Rourke struck out. vVinslow hit
to center, went to second when Littlefield, who had taken Chittenden's
place, was hit, stole third and came in on an infield assist to first. Patten
closed the inning by flying out to Mann.
Trinity made a splendid bid to score, but the necessary hit was not
forthcoming. Hine, who batted in place of Clement, reached first on four
balls. Morgan singled to left. Townsend fouled out to Littlefield. Mann
hit sharply to O'Rourke, who fumbled, and the bases were full. Everyone
rooted for a single, but Brigham and Allen were unable to place the ball
safely and the game was over.
The game was most satisfactory in every respect to Trinity, and augurs
well for the games to come. The infield and outfield were both very fast
and covered lots of ground. Bradin held Grange well, and the latter proved
himself all that could be asked for as a slab-artist.
YALE

Barnes, r. f.,
Barnwell, c. f.,
O'Brian, 2b.,
Cote, I. f.,
O'Rourke, 3u.,
Winslow, c.,
Chittenden, lb.,
Littlefield, lb.,
Thompson, s. s.
Patten, p.,

AB

R

3
5
3
5
4
5
4
0
4
5

1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

lB PO
0
0
3
1
1
1
2
1
2
0
3
5
0 14
1
0
1
3
0
0

A

E

0
1
3
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

5
1
0
0
2
3

TRINITY
Clement, l. f.,
*Hine,
Morgan, c. f.,
Townsend, 3b.,
Mann, s. s.,
Brigham, lb.,
Allen, 2b.,
Syphax, r. f.,
Bradin, c.,
Grange, p.,

AB

R

2
0
4
4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4
3

3
3
3
2

lB PO
0
2
0
0
2
2
1
1
0
2
0 12
0
1
0
1
0
6
0
0

.a.

E

0
0
0

0

2
5
0
2
0
0
5

0

0
0
1
0

0
0

0
1

Totals,
38
5 12 25 15 1
Totals,
28 0
3 27 12
2
*Hine batted for Clement in the ninth.
Score by innings:
1
4
5
6
9
2
3
7
8
1-5
Yale,
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
Two-base hit, Morgan. Sacrifiee hit, O'Rourke. Double plays, Mann to Allen to
Brigham; Barnwell to Thompson. Stolen bases, Barnes 1, Barnwell 2, O'Rourke 1,
Winslow 1, Littlefield 1, Thompson 1. Bases on balls, by Grange 5, by Patten 2.
Bases on hit by pitched ball, by Grange 1, by Patten 1. Struck out, by Grange 4, by
Patten 4. Umpire, Mr. Beecher.
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SPRINGFIELD

8,

TRINITY

3

Saturday, April 25, the Trinity baseball team journed to Springfield
and met that city's Connecticut State League team and an umpire. As a
result of the combination Trinity came home minus the game and plus a
lot of experience.
Trinity batted well and fielded well in spots, and Mann did a lot of fine
pitching and fielding, but the off moments were enough to allow Springfield to win.
The features of the game were the batting of Townsend and Morgan,
and Hine's brilliant catch after a long run. Score:
SPRING FELD

Tansey, 1. f.,
O'Connor, c.,
Bailey, r. f.,
Berry, s. s.,
Henry, c. f.,
Mulligan, lb-,
Delaney, 2b ,
Henebry, 3b.,
Bowler, p.,

AB

R

5
5
5
4
4
4
4

1
2
1
0
1
0
1
1
1

4

4

ln PO
1
0
2 10
1
0
1
1
1
3
0
8
1
1
4
2
1
0

A

E

0
1
0
2
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0

TRINITY
Hine, r. f.,
Morgan, c. f.,
Townsend, 3b.,
Mann, p.,
Brigham, lb.,
Allen, 2b.,
I)uffee, 1. f.,
Syphax, s. s.,
Bradin, c.,

AB

R

5
5
5
5
3
4
4
3
4

0
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
0

lB PO
1 1
3
0
4
0
1 1
0 10
0
4
0
0
1
1
1
7

A

E

0
0
3

0

4

0
2
0
1
1

0
1
1
3
0

0
2
0

Totals,
39 8 10 27 7
Totals,
38
3 11 24 11 7
2
Score by innings :
1 · 2
4
3
5
6
7
9
8
Springfield,
0
0
1
0
0
3
2
2
x-8
Trinity,
1
0
0
0-3
2
0
0
0
0
Three-base hits, Townsend, Morgan, O'Connor. Two-base hits, Townsend, Henry.
Double play, Mann to Allen to Brigham. Struck out, by Mann 5, by Bowler 8. Stolen
bases, Bradin, Tansey, O'Connor, Henebry, Bowler. Bases on balls, by Bowler 1. Hit
by pitched ball, Syphax. Wild pitch, Bowler. Umpire, Mr. Carlon.
INTERCLASS TRACK MEET

The annual interclass track meet has been arranged for Monday afternoon, May 4, and will be held on the new field. It is hoped that every
undergraduate will be on hand promptly at four o'clock either as a participant or spectator. The track squad has been doing faithful work for many
weeks with very gratifying results. Several college records are expected
to sustain severe fractures and everybody must be on hand to see how it ie
done.

PERSONALS
(These columns a.re devoted to the Alumni, and the
graduates for the items which here appear.)

TABLET

necessarily depends upon the

'56-At the fourteenth annual meeting of the American Society of Religious Education, Dr. E. M. GALLAUDET was elected a regent, and
the Rt. Rev. Dr. MACKAY-SMITH, '72, vice president.
'60-The Rev. Dr. C.H. W. STOCKING has been elected University Professor of Pedagogy and Philosophy, with charge also of the normal
department, in the University of Vincennes, Ind.
'68-The Rev. Professor McCooK addressed the Massachusetts Reform
Club at a recent meeting on the subject of "Corruption of the Suffrage."
'68-WILLIAM C. BROCKLESBY has removed his offices to the Connecticut
Mutual Building, Hartford.
'76-Colonel W. C. SKINNER has been elected vice president of the Colt's
Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing Company.
'77-The Rev. JOHN HusKE has accepted the rectorship of the historic St.
George's Church, Newburgh, N. Y.
'79-Mr. SYDNEY G. FISHER, who has for several years done such efficient
work in the capacity of alumni trustee, was elected to the permanent
board of trustees at the annual meeting held April 25.
'88-A new volume of poems by Dr. RICHARD BURTON has been published
under the title " Message and Melody."
'87-The Rev. CHARLES E. DEUEL has been elected rector of the Church
of the Atonement, Edgewater, Ill.
'91-J. Hu:MPHREY GREENE has been elected a director of the Connecticut
Mutual Life Insurance Company.
'98-The class of '93 is already making plans for its decennial celebration
this June. Members of the class should correspond with C. C.·
BARTON, Jn., 82 Devonshire Street, Boston, at their earliest convenience.
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-CHARLES A. LEWIS has returned from California and should be addressed in care of the University Club, New York City.
-WILLIAM PORTER NILES was married on April 30 to Miss Serena G.
Sanders of Laconia, N. H. Their address is 9 Hall Avenue, Nashua,
N.H.
'94-Married, in New York City, April 14, How ARD GREENLEY and Miss
Elizabeth Inness.
-J. J. PENROSE is now practicing law in New York City, in the office
of J. Aspinwall Hodge, 31 Broad Street.

NECROLOGY
NATHANIEL OLIVER CORNWALL, M. D., Salutatorian of the class of
1839, died at his home in Portland, Conn., on the 30th of March, in the
87th year of his age. After his graduation he taught school and studied
medicine, taking his degree at the College of Physicians and Surgeons in
1846. He then went to Brazil as tutor in a family, but presently entered
on the practice of dentistry in that country. In this profession he was
very successful; and in 1869 he retired to a II Sabine farm," as he called it,
near his birth place, where he lived quietly and happily, as farmer and
student, for thirty-three years. Since August, 1899, his name -had stood
second on the list of surviving alumni of the College.

CORNELL UNIVERSITY MEDICAL COLLEGE ,
NEW YORK CITY.

*

The course covering four years begins during the first week in October and continues
until June.
All the classes are divided into small sections for recitations, laboratory and clinical
bedside instruction.
Students are admitted to advanced standing after passing the requisite examinations.
The successful completion of the first year in any College or University recognized by
the Regents of the State of New York as maintaining a satisfactory standard is
sufficient to satisfy the requirements for admission which have lately been raised.
The annual announcement giving full particulars will be mailed on application.
WM. M. POLK, M. D., LL.D., Dean,
Cornell University Medical College,
First Avenue, and 28th St., New Yor_k City.

'i' irn TRINITY T ABLE'i'
"THE LEADING FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA."

Charter Perpetual.

Incorporated 1819.

7"
Cash Capital,
Cash Assets,
Total Liabilities, .

. $4,000,000.00
. 14,949,520.98
4,926,917.62

Net Surplus,
$6,022,603.36
Surplus as to Policy Holders, 10,022,603.36
Losses Paid in 84 Years,
93,642,582.42

-W:"JYL. B. CL.ARK, Preside:c.t.
W. H. KING, Secretary.
A. C. ADAMS, HENRY E. RE~S, C. J. IRVIN, A. N. WILLIAMS,Assistant Secretaries.

INLAND

j KEELER &

WESTERN BRANCH,
.p 3 Vine St., Cincinnati, 0.
NoRTHWESTEllN BRANCH,
Omaha, Neb.

l

PACIFIC BRANCH, San Francisco, Cal.

{ BOARDMAN & SPENCER,} General.Agents.

MARINE DEPARTMENT.

l

GALLAGHER,

j WM. H. WY,MAN, Gen') Agent.
W. P. HAllF()RD, Ass't Gen'l A~cnt.

j CHICAG~, Ins .•

l NEW

BOSTON, <;S Kilby St.
PHILADELPHIA, 226 Walnut St,

145 LaSalle St.
YORK, 52 Pine St.

HARTFORD
THEOLOGICAL
SEMINARY
Hartford Theological Seminary, while carefoll7 presening as the dominant aim ,a
practical preparatien for tile actl ve pastorate, aff'ords ample opportunity for as
much apeciallzation as the student's individual capacitJ or ueeda suggest. By a
metho(l of group electives, emp·h asis may
be laid on work in any department. There
are also special courses In Mi8slons, Re•
lfgions Pedagogy and Sociology. The Semi
nuy ·
well equipped in every way, and
Is open to college gradnate1 of all denominations· OD eqnal , terms.

la

Apply to Professor M. W. Jacobus,
Harfford, Conn.

Gen'l Ai!ents.

THE

.iEtna National Bank
OF HARTFORD.
CAPITAL,

$525,000.00

SURPLUS AND PROFITS.

$545,000.00
DEPOSITS,

$3,000,000.00
BANKING HOUSE: 644, 646, 648 MAIN STRBBT,
JEtna Life building, next door to Public Library.
OFFICERS.

A. SPENCER, JR., President.
A. R. HILL YER, Vice-President.

W. D. MORGAN, Cashier
DIRECTORS.

HON. MORGAN G. BULKELEY
APPLETON R. HILLYER,
JAMES B. CONE,
MORGAN B. BRAI~ARD,
ALFRED SPENCER, J.R.
A. G. LOOMIS,
W. R. C. CORSON.
This bank offers to depositors every f~cility which
their balances, business and responsibility warrant.
Safe deposit boxes for rent. London drafts and
letters of credit issued.
Open an _account,' with us.
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\onnecticut Ffre Insurance (omp~n9,
OF HARTFORD, CONN.

Cash Capital, $1,000,000.00

Total Assets, 4,318,611.52

Cash Capital,
.
.
Reserve for Reinsurance,
All Outstanding Claims,
Net Surplus,

f,1 ,000,000.00

2,031,144.70
279,043.62
I

Total Assets,

,008,423.20

'4,318,611-52

J. D. BROWNE, President.

CHARLES R. BURT, Secretary.
L. W. CLARKE, Ass't Secretary.

W. E. BAKER & SON, Local Agents, 700 Main St., Hartford, Conn.

PHOENIX FIRE INSURANCE CO.
OF

HARTFORD, CONN.

STATEMENT, JANUARY

1, I 903.

CASH CAPITAL,
.
.
.
.
RESERVE FOR OUTSTANDING LOSSES,
RESERVE FOR RE-INSURANCE,
.
.
.
.
RESERVE FOR ALL OTHER CLAIMS AND LIABILITIES,
NET SURPLUS,
TOTAL ASSETS, JANUARY 1 1903,

$2,000,000.00
396,429.60
2,635,214.31
128,045.00
1,337,923.23
$6,497,612.14

--D:cBECTOE.S.--

Charles M. Beach,
Pliny Jewell,
Henry A. Redfield,
Henry K. Morgan,

D. W. C. SKILTON, President.
EDWARD

MILLIGAN, Secretary.

Charles H. Smith,
Lyman B. Jewell,
Henry C. Dwight,
Ward W. Jacobs.

D. W. C. Skilton,
J. H. Mitchell,
Charles H. Northam,

J. H. MITCHELL, Vice-President.
_ _ _ _ _JOHN B. KNox, Assistant Secretary.

DICKll'~'SO~, BEARDSLEY & BEARDSLEY, Local Agenu,
OffICD: 81 Ptarl St, and 864 Kahl It,

'I'
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HEADQUARTERS FOR ALUMNI.

The Parsons Theatre Cafe and Restaurant1.
W.

H.

LATHROP. Proprietor.
STEA.KS A.ND CHOPS.

0YS'l'BRS.

RAREBITS.

Private Dining Room• for Suppers.

PIEL BEER.

_ . Special attention given to Banquets and Bachelor Dinnen.

THE NEAL, GoFF

&

INGLIS

Co.,

g 7 8 to Q 8 6 . Main Street,
-SELL-

Furniture, Rugs, Pictures and Frames
FOR COLLEGE ROOMS.
Also COUCH COVERS AND PILLOWS, MATTRESSES, Etc.

THE CHARLES H. ELLIOTT CO.
Works : 17th and Lehigh Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

DEALERS IM

Commencement Invitations a nd Class Day
Programs.
CLASS AND FRATERNITY STATIONERY.
~

Class Annuals and Artistic Printing.

JOHN M. GALLUP & CO.,

,)JC

Pianos, Organs, & Musical Merchandise
Best Stock.

Lo-west Prices.

201 ASYLUM ST., cor. Haynes, Hartford, Conn.

THE COLLEGE PHARMACY,
173 Zion Street.
J. BASNEY, • .

MARSHALL

Prop.

GILLD TT ,sM~r:.:.n~~r:
pENS
lng-803,

All kinds of Drugs and Toilet and Fancy Articles.

Also Soda, Cigars and Confectionery.

'lire New Hartford Opera House
Popular Attractions at Popular Prices.

April 30. Vaudeville.
April 30, May 1, 2. Fiddle Dec Dee.
May 4, 5, 6. Rentz-Santly C,>.
May 7, 8, 9. Queen of the Highway.

~

«», 603,

E. F., 8)1 E, F.

THE STANDARD PENS OF THE WORLD.

Stub
Polnte-1003,
1m, tr&.
For Vertical
Wrltlng-1045

(Verticular), 10t6 (Vertfgraph),
1047 (Hultlacrlpt), 1065, 1066, 1067.
Court-Houae SerlH-1004, 1005, 1066, and others.

(ilLLOTT'S PENS,
THE MOST PERFBCT OF PENS,

OAINEDTHE

"CRAND PRIX,''
Paris Exposition, 1900.
'rlwl Ja the Highest Prize e"f'or Awarded'° P--.

~Commencing May 11th for Spring and Summer Season THE AUBREY STOCK CO., in New
Plays each week ..
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The latest
styles in JI,

Dancing Pumps, Slippers, _Gymnasium

JI, _ JI.
JI, . JI,

Shoes, Etc.

We Invite Your Inspection.

HANAN & SON, New York.
BANISTER Co., Newark.

Special agentsf
for
\

-} Gentlemen!s ·fine
shoes.

J.

LARNED & HATCH, 945 MAIN STREET,

HARTFORD, CONN.

SIMMONS & CO.'S
$3.50 "Special"
T BA'f's ••1-L.
Shoes for Men.

Tablet Hdvs. bring good results.
CONNECTICUT TRUST AND SAFE
DEPOSIT COMPANY,

There is really no use in my advertising he re.
Alu mni and Undergraduates all known the

I
· "Trinity College Barber Shop,"
J. G. MJ\RCH, Proprietor,
R(JOM t
CONNECTICl l'l' MUTUAL
BU ILD ING

Corner

Entrances ,
·
7l!S Mo.in Street.,
86 Pearl Street.

Hunter Trunk

Capital,

/62 Asylum Street, Hartford, Ct.

T eleph one.
Jicpairi11~.

Allyn House Block.

Isaac Rich Hall, Asbburton Place.

BANKING BUSINESS.

Conducts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened and Deposits received subject to
check at sight. Accounts solicited. Also

TRUST DEPARTMENT.
Is authorized by its charter to act as Trustee
for individuals and corporations, Executor or
Administrator of estates, Guardian of minors, etc.

MELVILLE M. BIGELOW, Dean.

Why don' t you try
'JOHNSTONE,
45 Pratt Street, H ariford, Ct.

PIEL BE E R.

Surplus, $200,000.

SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT.
The most capacious and impregnable in the
City. 1000 safe boxes for rent at from $10 to
$100 per annum, according to size.

Boston University Law School

S T UDIO:

•soo,ooo. -

Manufact u rers and

-11~ and Bag Co.
Dealers in . . •
T
Trunks, Ba.gs, Suit Ca.sea, and Tra.velers Supplies,

or Main and Pearl Streets.

Mei1t1 H. Whaples, President.
Henry S. Robinson, Secretary.
John P. Wheeler, Treasurer.
Hosmer P. Redfield, Ass't Trusurer

GUS

PILSNER.

KOCH'S
CAFE
WELSH RAREBIT.

605 Main Street.

LOBSTER.

THE TRJNITY TABLET

The Connecticut Mutual

XI

R. S. PECK & CO.,

Life Insurance Company
Has received from its policy-holde,rs since its organization in 1846, $216,751,123.41 ; it bas returned to them
or their beneficiariea $214,279,820.43, or 98.€6%, besides
which it bas in hand $65,277,179.21 for the protection
of those that remain. What it has returned and what
it holds equals 128.98% of what it has received for
premiums. Its expenses have been but 9.13% of its
total income.
It is the simple fact that no American company
matches this record. And it is this record of the past,
the present maintenance of the conditions which made
it poisible, and a financial condition of unusual soundnees and strength, that we offer as the best possible
guarantees of the future.

- - ----

JACOB L. GREENE, Pree't.
.JOHN M. TAYLOR, V .-Prea't.

HERBERT H. WHITE, Sec'y.
DANIEL H. WELLS, Actuary •

Printers and Engravers.
College Printers.

Printers for any one who uses first-class
high grade work.

26 and 28 HIGH STREET.

HENRY ANTZ,
FIRST-CLASS

3{air i1ressing i\,eem,
27 1?earl Street, 3-(artford, (Z:enn.
Established 1826.

1Ranball,
• • Photographer, • •
II !l'rall

3tr11fJf~

harl/ordJ Conn,

Highest Awards in United States and Europe.
College Work a Specialty

F . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...
I CHAS. M. GAINES,

I
i

Mercantile Printers.

.;1,

ROBBINS BROS.,
Modern and Antique Furniture,

683 Main Street,

JI.

Hartford, Conn.

W • C • MASON & CO •
.: ·. ·:. HARD AND SOFT WOOD .: . ·.:.
--COAL--

Best Quality Lehigh (Sugar Loaf) and Lackawanna.

Office: 746 Main St., Hartford, Conn.
-AT THE-

Farmington Avenue Market,
Printer,

66 State St., Hartford, Conn.

I~E

0 : ..

You can find the choicest stocks to select from.
Meats, Groceries, Fruits, Vegetables,
Teas and Coffees.

Branch Store,

Madl1on:rnii1Zi i~reet.

A.

c.

ROSE.

Excellent Oriental
and Domestic
Furnishings
for College Rooms.

THB TRINITY TABLET
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TO·ijl\.CCO JI\.llS
AND

1\.SH Till\YS

Decorated with
fraternity Emblems

Oldest Accident Company in America.
Largest ~nd Strongest in the World.

THE TRAVELERS

at Fta11k dtygiet'~ digat Stote,
248 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn .

• • . THE •..

OF_HARTFORD, CONN.

AETNA INDEMNITY
Company.

Paid over 378,000 accident
claims for over ~ 7 Million
Dollars since 1863.

BONDS and UNDERTAKINGS.

Claims paid to I in 8 el its
three Million Policy Holders.

Home Office 650 Main St., Hartford, Ct.

HARTFORD DECORATING CO.,
177 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn,
Decorations for Fairs, Balls, Festivals, and Public
Celebrations. Flags, Bunting, Etc. U. S. Bunting
Flags.

Life Insurance.

Get Our Prices.

THE TRAvELERS Life Policies
are the only ones guaranteed as
to net cost.

Security, Simplicity

and

J. ALEX. McCLUNIE.

THOMAS

J.

SINNOTT,

Practical Plumber and Gasfittcr
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Estimates furnished on application.
248 PARK STREET,
HARTFORD, CONN.

Liberality.

Telephone Call 42!H>.

THE

Empire Steam Laundry
-ISA-

IIOHRT J. ALLYN, PIIOP'.

JOHN J. DAHILL,

MANAGHo

AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLANS.
Located in the business center, corner of
Asylum and Trumbull
Streets. Electric cars
pass the door every
two minutes. Hotel
Electric Bus meets all
trains.
American Plan, $3.50
to $5 per day. European Plan, $1.50 to $3
per day.

....

GOOD WORK LAUNDRY and a QUICK WORK LAUlfDBT

J\gcncy at Trinity College Store.
W. E. FANNING, Proprietor.

Office, 32 Pratt Street.
Works, 286, 288, 290 and 292 Sheldon Street.

::u~;:~z:ra_ve

oF

Bonsonoid &nod!

Go to

BILL BROTHERS,
46 ANN STREET.

THE TRINITY TABLET
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THE CASE, LOCKWOOD & BRAINARD COMPANY,
PRINTERS AND BINDERS,

BOOK and YOB
PRINTING ...

PEARL AND TRUMBULL STREETS, HARTFORD, CONN.
Prompt Service.

Largest Facilities.

JOHN McGEE,
HAIR DRESSING SALOON,
No. 3 As1lum Street,

Hartford, Conn.

ONE DOOR FROM MAIN STREET.

Correct Prices.

Made as well
as any 85
or $6 Shoes.

_3) "REGAL"
===-r

$3.50 SHOES

ANYTHING YOU WANT
THAT A DRUG STORE
SHOULD HA VE YOU
WILL FIND AT THE

i

d~alll betliI\ & S~augqI\e~~Y,

lVIain and Asylum and
Asylum and Ford Sts.
AT ALL TIMES

MAKE

Us

YouR CONVENIENCE.

Hart£ord Trust
Company,
eono.
Hartford,

Otganiud October, !868.
CAPITAL,
SURPLUS,

~

~

They'll win you at sight.

. $300,000
200,000

Conducts a General Banking, Trust and Safe
Deposit Business.

-

SOLE AGENTS.

MARWICK DRUG STORES,
Corner

Fit as well as
any custom
made Shoes.

DECORATORS
And Dealers In

Metal Ceilings, !Ill
Wall Papers, !Ill

Paints, !Ill !Ill !Ill
Artists' Materials,
Kodaks,
!Ill !Ill
Photographic and
Pyrographic If !Ill
Outfits, and !Ill !i'
Models for !Ill !Ill
Wood Burning. !Ill

Tne Bonner-Preston Go.
843 Main Street,

HARTFORD, CO!'ffl.

------

STUDIO, 1039 MAIN STREET.

Accounts of !,~1i~~:;!sin~f:i. corporations
RALPH W. CUTLER President.
CHAS. M. JOSLY~ Vice-President.
FRANK C. SuMNF;R, Treasurer.
C.ttAS. M. STARKWJs:ATHER, Supt. Safe Deposit Dept.

A. D. BDRDAJN,
Dealer in New and Second-Hand Oothing-,
Boots and Shoes,-Also Bought and Sold.
l60 front Street,
Hartford, Conn.
P.&YlliQ HIGHEST CASH PRICES FOR WHATEVER CAST-OFF
CLOTHING YOU MAY HAVE TO DISPOSE OF.

,rDrop me a Poatal glTlnv; rour addre11 and I wlll call on rou ....i

F. l\'l. Johnson,
2~~ ~~~~~,
/039 91/ain St~ .Harll'or~ Conn.
GRnTJP WORK A SPECIALTY
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College_Men Wanted.

-~

OLLEGE MEN are greatly interested
in the work of HAPGOODS, of 309
Broadway, New York,-a concern
which makes a business of finding right men
for right places and right places for right men.
It has many calls for young college men and
is anxious to get in touch with all members
of the class of 1903 who wish to enter commercial or technical work. A postal card
request will bring plan and booklet promptly.

CHAS. E. BARRETT,

42 Elm Street, Hartford. Conn.
We use same style Collar and Cuff Machine
as Earl & Wilson

~

CHARLES H. BELL,
639

Hartford, Conn.

Printers and Engravers.
Colleie Stationery a Specialty.
FREDERICK WESSEL.

J.B. STANDISH.

The HARTFORD ENORAVINO Co.
PHOTO- ENCRAVERS.
HALF' TONE AND LINE PRINTING PLATES.

(Courant Building,)

66 STATE STREET,

If you want the Finest Work in the City
SEND YOUR LAUNDRY TO

Hartford, Conn.

Plimpton
Mfg. Co.

MAUii• OP' P'INll

Opens on the first Wednesday in October. Three
Years' Course leading to LL. B. degree. College graduates receive the degree of Bachelor of J.wisprudenu
at the end of three years, and may receive that of
Master of Jurisprudence at the same time by pursuing
special courses in 11) Jurisprudence; (2) International
Law, International Arbitration, Diplomacy and Consular Service; (3) Spanish Institutions and the
Spanish Code; (4) The Commercial Code of Germany
or France; (6) Roman Law. For College Graduates
one hundred Scholarships of Fifty Dollars each. Addre88 Dean MELVILLE M. BIGELOW, Ashburton
Place, Boston.

OEO. L. BEST'S Custom Laundry

DENTIST.
26 State Street,

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
LAW SCHOOL

HARTFORD, CONN,

The
New York
Hommopathic
Medical College
Most complete Medical course.
Largest Clinical Facilities (1200 Beds).
Greatest opportunity for Hospital Appointment.

.;1,

Main Street.

JDruggtst. • •
EVEB.YTHING FIB.ST CL.ASS,

BESSE'S ICE CREAM
Same high standard is maintained year after year.
Nothing to surpass it-nothing to equal it. Catering
for wedding parties and receptions a specialty.
P, &z:; J, BESSE,

Boston,
167 Tremont St.

761 Main Street,
'Phone 1-124.

ARTHUR JOHNSON

&

COMPANY,

55 West 42d Street, N. Y.
OUTFITTERS TO THB

STUDENT ATHLETE.
Base Ball, Golf, Tennis, Track amt Field Supplie1.

For Announcement address :
M.D. , Sec'y,
Central Park Soutn, N, Y. City.
KING, M.D., I,I, .D., Dean.

GEORGE WATSON ROBERTS,
170

WILLIAM HARVEY

JiirOrders gt'ven to GEO. B. VELTE
wt'll receive prompt attention.

!fltB TRINITY T:ABLET.

WE LIGH'J~ THE TOWN.
'i' be Hartford Electric Light Company has .connected with its
Electrica.l Service over. 88,000 Incandescent Lamps, or one light
tor every man, woman and child in Hartford. This Co mpany
furnishes over 1700 Arc Lights for commercial u,nd public
service, besides supplying about 4,000 H. P. to manufacturers
for the operation of their plU1nts. 'fhere is still room tor more.
THE HARTFORD ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.

PLUJH:BING- .of your home placed in sanitary condition

by

Massasoit rJo-ose,

: : : : LICENSED PLUMB E RS : : : :

N. B. BULL & SON,
·

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
American and European Plans.

WM. H. CHAPIN, P roprietor.

345 Asylum Street.

Established 18M.

Telephone lOU)-5.

N. J. Goodwin, M. D. S.

JOHN COOMBS,

DENTAL ROOMS,
753 Main Street,

FLORIST,

Hartford, Conn,

36 Pearl Street, after Jan. J, 1903.

688 Main St., Hartford, Ct.

r---------------------------------------~1

JI. 6. Spalding
i

Bros.

1.ar2est Makers in the World of
Official Athletic Supplies

'

Base Ball

Field Hockey
Lawn Tennis
Golf
Official Athletic Jmplements

- l'p11ldl111·•
- - ---Catalogue
- - -of- - - - - -- Atliletl c B1>ort1 Malle<l Free
to any Addre11

A. C. SPALDINC &. BROS.
New York

Chlcairo

Denver

I
i
',
'i
',
1

Butrt\lo

B1dtlmore

The Rice & Baldwin Electric Co.,

-

I

1· w.

BRINE,

I

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

ATHLETIC OUTFITTER.
Sen~ for Catalogue.

i
I~
~

41.. ....,.............................................................~ . . . . . , . - . :

TABLET ADVERTISEMENTS

Electrical Engineer• and Contractor• -and Suppliea.
Specifications ~nd Jt1timatu Furnished,

2H PEARL STREET,

BRlNG GOOD RESULTS

HARTFORD, CONN.

Hartford Apron and Towel
B-u.pp1.;y- Co::r::n.pa.n.-y-,

32 PRATT STREET,
JOSEPH H. OOWEN, Manager.

SEDGWICK l:I CASEY.~
DEALERS IN HIGH GRADS

PIANOS C~ ORGANS.
Music and Musical Merchandise of every description.
Tuning and Bepalrlnr don•
bJ Ksperteuced Wo,lnneu.

W AB:SBOOKS :

139-141 Asylum St,, HARTFORD, CONN,

THE TRINITY TABLET.
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D. A. SPEAR,

FL0RISt,

Choice Flowers a Specialty.
242 Asylum Street,

.

Hartford, Conn.

Jationat Fire lnsnranoe Gomuanu,

t826-t902.

-The Connecticut R.iver
Banking Company,
South Corner Main and Pearl Str~ts,
HARTFORD, CONN.

OF HARTFORD, CONN.

Capital, $1,000,000. Assets, $4,851.789.34.

ALL BANKING FACILITIBS.
Small accounts have

DIRECTORS.
Homer Blanchard,
William B. Franklin,
Frank W. Cheney,
J•m~ Nichols,

John R. Buck,
Henry C. Judd,
Francis T . Maxwell,
Byron A. Simmons,

JAMES NICHOLS,
B. R. STILLMAN, Sec'y.

careful attention.

Chas. H. Briscoe.
Ralph H. Ensign,
. J. M. Allen,
Ju. P. Taylor.

PRESIDBMT.

H . A. SMITH, As&'t Sec'y.

SEVE NTY-FIVE YEARS RECORD.

SAMUEL L. ELMORE, President.
H . W. ERVING, Cashier.
H . J . MAERCKLEIN, Ass' t. Cashier.

HEUBLEIN BARBER SHOP,

34 Mulberry Street,
~r ~ ;

J.· GouLET,

HARTFORD CONN .

Prop'r.

"Hehnet Coffee."

The E. S. KIBBE COMPANY,
Wholesale Grocers,

W~bbach Lights,

149-155 State St., Hartford, Conn.

Portable Stands, Tubing,
Mantels, Chimneys,
everything.

JESSE N. LINI>,

GREEN"S,

•ID• •••ts and. Sile...

No. 2 4 STA.TE STRET,

(U.S. Hotel Bldg.)
Telephone 142 -12

Open evenings.

JI, MAKnR OF .;I,

REPAIRING NEATLY DONE.
RUBBER HEELS PUT ON.

4 Kinsley ·s t.,

HARTFORD, CoNM.

U-NEED-US WHEN YOU
ENTERTAIN OR CELEBRATE.,,.------•a~
We supply the best, the most complete up-to-date ideas in

DECORATIONS, ILLUMINATIONS, ELECTRIC DISPLAYS, CANOPIES.
FLOOR CRASHES
for Dancing, Dinner Parties, Weddings, Balls, Receptions.
Wri te or call on us and get our ideas and prices for this kind of w.ork befoi:e placing your orders elsewhere.
We are the best equipped, have the largest stock and most competent workmen in New England.
The ONLY Flag Manufacturers in the City.

College Flags a Specialty.

SIMONS l:J FOX, .

_, _, _, _, _, 240 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn.
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?r'rfnt'tn JJ~laiitJ~~
~

~

Jn sev~~al dia:erent new designs. You woul~ make n? mi1take

m buymg one of these flags for a Christmas Gift.

.

J. F ·. MOR AN, The Gentlema·n's Outfitter,
869 MAIN STREET.

T. SISSON & CO.,

EFFORTS

729 Main Street,

FOR ALL OCCASIONS

OFFER A GREAT VARIETY OP

Orations addresses, essays, vaI;;fictories, salutatories, class poems, ivy
poems 1-class mottoes,
after-dmner speeches,
flag-days, national holidays, class-day exercises.
Models for every possible
occasion in high-school
and college career; each
and every "effort" being
what some fello\V bas
• 'stood on llis f eet" and
actually delivered OD a
similar occasion.
Price, $1.,50 Postpaid.
Cloth-64<) Paies.

SOAPS FOR TOIL.E T AND BA TH.
Perfumes, Hair and Tooth Brushes.
~===========:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::;:::~••

ttrtnttp Stubents alwaps 1Patroni3e
'ttablet Bb\'erttsers.

BINDS & NOBLE

Moral: Advertise in THE

TRINITY TABLET.

1Rew IDom botcl
Connecticut's Second Largest Commercial Hotel.

Rates, $2.50 and Upwards per Day.
American Plan
LOCATED IN CENTRE OF BUSINESS CENTRE,

COR. CHURCH AND TRUMBULL STREETS.
GEO.

R.

HODGDON,

J. D. SHBA, Mgr.

Propr.
HARTFORD, CONN.

4-5-6-12--.13-14 Cooper Institute, N. Y. City
Sc/,oo/Qoolu of alJJu/JlisNers at-nw1.

GENTLEMEN
WHO DRESS FOR STYLE
NEATNESS, AND COMFORT
WEAR THE IMPROVED

BOSTON-

•·GARTER
THE REC08111ZED STAIIDARD
-• -The Name Is
~
atamped on every. ~
•

loop-

~•

L:f
iv~...

T ~ e•

CUSHION
BUTTON

CLASP

Fuhiooable Engraving

1108 Chestnut St., Philadelphia
.

~---•"--D-.Stationery

LIES FLAT TO THE LEG-NEVER
SLIPS, TEARS IIOR UNFASTENS
Sample pair, 8illt 60c., CoUon 2k.
Hailed on receip~ of price,

GEO. FROST CO., M1ktr1,
Boaton, • 111. 1 U. S. A.

AtWAYS EASY

iviu

THB TRINITY TABLET

The Largest and Finest PHOTOGRAPH of TRINITY
COL.L EGE ever made. 1 8 by 40 inches. $10.00
American· Panoramic View Company ' e2e

Main Street,

Hartford, Conn

P. H . BRADIN, Trinity College Agent.

TRINITY COLLEGE,
HARTFORD, CONN.

Trinity College, under the name of Washington College, received its charter in 1823. The present name
was adopted in 1845. Its chief founder was the Right Rev~ Thomas Church Brownell, Bishop of Connecticut.
Established by Episcopalians and administered in sympathy with their tenets, it is not a Church institution
in the :sense of being directed bytheChurch. In the breadth with which its advantagesare placed at theaenice
of those of every creed, it is cnti tled to be called non-sectarian.
Formerly on the site of the present State Capitol, it was transferred in 1878 to new buildings in the
southwestern part of the city. The principal of these in the English Secular Gothic style, 653 feet long, including Jarvis and Seabury Halls and Northam Towers, is one of the most imposing and admirably fitted educational edifices in the United States. It is intended to form the west side of a great quadrangle. Outside of
the lines of this quadrangle on the south, are the Observatory, the Boardman Hall of Natural History, and
the Jarvis Lahoratories for Chemistry and for Physics. To the north of it are the Gymnasium, houses of the
President and Professors, and Chapter Houses of the Fraternities. Below the College Campus to the cut,
and within three minutes' walk, is the spacious Athletic field. In beauty of situation, healthful condition, of
life, and equipment for its special work, the Colle~c is not surpassed.
The College has distinct courses of four years m Arts, in Science, in Letters and Science, and in Letten.
The Faculty includes thirteen professors, seven instructors, five lecturers, a librarian and a medical director.
Among the Elective studies within the respective courses, there is scarcely a single important subject for
which adequate provision is not made.
Properly qualified candidates not desiring to pursue the whole studies of any course are allowed u
Special Students to pursue certain subjects, receiving ctrtificates of satisfactory work.
The Library cont~ins 42,648 volumes. Generous contributions of the Alumni aremakin~ possible a rapid
addition to its resources. A new Reference Reading Room Lighted at night by electricity 1s open not only
during the day, but also five evenings of the week
.
The Jarvis Chemical and Physical Laboratories have every equipment for the most advanced work.
The new Hall of Natural History contains Biological Laboratories provided with the most modern apphantts.
There are fifty scholarships for the aid of necessitous students. The three Ho11and Scholarships yielding
~ach $600 per annum, arc awarded to the three best students in the three lower classes respectively .. The
Russell Graduate Fellowship of $400 is awarded biennially in the interest of higher graduate study. Prize• to
the amount of $500 are also awarded to undergraduates for success in the work of the various departmcntl.
Two examinations for admission are held at the college in each year, the first on the three days following
the Annual Commenttment, and the second in September, immediately before the beginning of the Christmu
Term.
For Catalogues, Examination Papers, or information, apply to the President or to the Secretary of tbc
Faculty.

J~ J. SEINSOTH,
11 ·15 MAIN STREET,

•

OPPOSITE BARNARD PARK.

•• e

The Nearest Flrst•Claas
"DRUC STORE" '

to Trinity College.
CA.LL .&.ND BBB J AKE'8 BIRDS.

EVERY THING TO BE FOUND
IN A JtJRtiT-CLASB DRUG BTORB.

THE TRINITY TABLET

XIX

Carpets, Rugs and Mats,
TAPESTRY, PORTIERES,
AND

COUCH

COVERS,

In Oriental effectsi, at Moderate Prices

At the sign of the paternal
surname there comes a check.
At the sign of the fatherly
Turk there comes a MOGUL
Cigarette. Endor=.e the check
and get money.
Endorse
M O GU LS and get your
money's worth.
Cigarette co-educationTen for 15c.
Plain and Corlt Tip.
Cl

~focfanfa shocrlGI patroni~e ?;ah let a GI vertisa.rs
THE LATHROP COMPANY,
IMPORTERS.
WINES, LIQUORS, OLIVE OIL, AND CICARS.
BEST GOODS ONLY.

PHONE 1133.

PRIC£8 REASONABLE .

314-3 18 ASYLUM STREET.

llaitfoiII.rf wovoun~ WifDu mattress Go.
HARTFORD, CONN.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Steei and Brass Trimmed Steel Bedsteads and Cribs,
Woven Wire and Link Mattresses,
Hospital a nd Institution Bedsteads,
Asc:eptic Furniture, including Tables, Cabinets, Operattnf Tables, Bedside Tables, Sterilizing Apparatus and
Instrument Cases.
SOLE MANUP ,\CTURERS OF

ROBERTS' PATENT ADJUSTABLE CAR SKATS

HENRY E, YEOMANS,

•

·: ::.LIVERY ST ABLE.:::.
No. 51 Farmington Avenue,
Adjoining Farmi ngton Av. Hotel,
T elephone Call, 1318.

HARTFORD,

CorcIC.

& SoN,4 ~
)Plumbing, beating, anb
Jelectrical ~ontractors.

THOMAS OAKES
Repair Work
a Specialty.

11 Haynes Street,
Hartford, Conn.

I
ON DIAMONDS. WATCHES, ETC.
AT THE LOWEST RATES Of INTEREST.

AN OLD ESTNKJSH£0 CCNCERN TO Dl!AL WfflC.

· COLLATERAi.. LOAN CO.
OPEN EVENING&

71 AsYLUM ST.

THB TRINITY TABLBT

fa.rsons' fuhea.tre.
May,. 5. Morgan & Hoyt's Ladies Military Band

,."

6.
7.

,.
"

8.
9.
11
11,-18.
••
14.
u 15,16.
11
18.

May 29.
June
2.

and Orchestra.
E. H. Sothern, in "If I were King. 0
Amelia Bingham, in "The Frisky Mrs.
Johnson.
Yale Appollo, Glee and Mandolin Clubs.
Duchess of Devonshire.
Phelan Stock Co.
King Dodo.
Phela n Stock Co.
Week. "Ben Hur."
Richard Mansfield, in "Julius Caesar. n
Kyrle Bellew and Eleanor Robson with
star cast in" Romeo and Juliet."

Drag £tore Wttnt&
I TTENDED TO.

CHARLES A. RAPELYE,
853 MAIN STREET.

Maillard's, Allegretti's and Lowney'
Candies, Roger & Gallet Perfumes.
Toilet Goods of E very Description.

DR. WILLIAM G. DOWNES,
DENTIST,
89 Pratt Street,

OPFICB HOU&S:

9 to 12, 1:30 to 5.

°';..

HOT AND COLD SODA.
ALL THE YEAR.

Ill

II

II

WB CARRY A VERY CO.NJ>L.ETE LINE OF
HIGH-GRADE GROCERIES

Arc now ready.
Give ua :,our order at once for a

FALL SUIT AND OVERCOAT.

I -

II

Hartford, Conn.

FALL WOOLENS Geta:::::n'•

Full dre11 suits
-,creni.

Ill

ICE CREAM SODA

Oemmill, Burnham & Co.

At all times we give- careful service and pcnonal
attentiQn.

H. GRISWOLD, 547 Main Street.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1

BROOKS BROS.,
l3RO..l.DWAY,

Cor. 22nd

STREET,

NBw YoRK.

SHIRTS READY MADE AND
TO MEASURE.
~phyrs

!

Ray~cs
M:acb:as
Cheviots
Plain and
TwiJJ<td
Calcutta
Flwmc:Js

NOVELTIES
IN GREYS
AND SOLID
COLORS
STRIPES
CHECKS
AND SMALL
F'IGUAES

Tussah
Pongee
a.a d
Spun Silks
Superior
Linens
for
Dress Wear

Stiff and soft bosom, large or small tucks.
PRICE-LIS'J;' MAILBD UPON
APPLICATION.

P. H. BILLINGS,
High Class Tailoring,
l t Asylum Strut,

9/. !JJ. - f will makt1 ,YOU IA, .71,,.,,
3uil or 011.r~oal ln IA, Cll,Y /'or l2S. ()()

CLARK
A

L

L

-

{::, -

G O O D

-

KINDS

_ ,,,_

SMIT ff
Printers

WORK

COLLEGE

49 Pearl Street
HARTFORD

PRICES

PRINTING

Connecticut

Clark • Smith, Printers, Phoenix Hutual Lite Bulldlng, 49 Pearl St., Hart ford

RIG ff T

